
 

COVER 
Title of Proposal:  Trustless socio-technical systems for trustworthy critical computing and organizations 
Acronym:  TRUSTLESS 
Abstract: The breakthrough being targeted by the project is the definition and validation of novel socio-technical                
systems paradigms - and related standards, certifications governance model, proof-of-concept and early uptake             
ecosystem - that enable any independent service provider to bring about and sustain unprecedented and               
self-reinforcing levels of trustworthiness, in critical computing systems, or levels of effectiveness, in critical              
organizational systems. Key intuitions are that (a) the trustworthiness of critical computing systems can be reduced                
to that of the accountability and competency of the critical organizational processes involved in its entire lifecycle                 
and operation; and, in turn, that (b) key to assessing and improving the effectiveness of critical organizations is to                   
rely on the trustworthiness in the computing systems used in its governance and operations, and their reframing in                  
essence as permanently constituent organizational processes. 
The current state-of-the-art high-assurance paradigms epitomized by Trusted Computing would be replaced by the              
model of Trustless Computing, in which zero trust is assumed in any actor or feature of an a computing service,                    
except in self-guaranteeing transparent and accountable organizational processes that underlie its operation, lifecycle             
and certification governance, whose quality can be assessed by moderately educated and informed citizens.  
For critical computing systems, it will aim at actual and perceived levels that are today not merely beyond current                   
roadmaps, but overwhelmingly deemed inconceivable or, when rarely deemed conceivable, universally believed to             
be uneconomical or irreconcilable with the needs of state security. Most crucially, it aims to validate novel                 
governance and engineering paradigms that could prove foundational to sufficiently increase the trustworthiness and              
accountability of short and medium-term advanced AI systems in critical societal sectors, arguably the primary               
shapers of the future of humanity. 
 
Terminology: We mean “trustless” in its primary meaning of “untrusting” and “distrustful”, i.e. lacking the need or                 
assumption of trust in anything and anyone, as it is the case in democratic election systems or in highest-grade                   
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) socio-technical safety systems. We refer to all computing devices and systems                
as services, as they always need maintenance, upgrade and other services. When referring to “computing service” we                 
mean an “end-2-end computing service”. The terms “computing” and “IT”, will be used interchangeably for practical                
purposes. Same is valid for “IT trustworthiness” and “IT assurance”. 
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1. SECTION 1: S&T EXCELLENCE 
1.1. Targeted breakthrough, Long-term vision and Objectives 
1.1.1. Breakthrough  
The ever increasing influence of technical systems on humanity since the industrial revolution, has led in the 1960’s                   

to the creation of a new branch of science, the socio-technical science, which reframes our understanding of formal                  
(organizational) and informal (social) collective human systems, including all of humanity, as interdependent human              
and technical systems. In recent decades, such influence has been accelerating due to the explosive advancement and                 
pervasive adoption of computing services, which to-date overwhelmingly mediate, and increasingly shape, all human              
communications and relations. The average western citizen spends half of its waking hours in front of a screen                  
increasingly mediated by connected computing services. Such services also crucially mediate nearly all critical              
organizational communications, outside the family, in their governance and operations. The term “critical” is applied               
here to single organizational or computing components - as well as to entire organizations and end-2-end computing                 
services - whose substantial ineffectiveness in achieving their goals or unexpected behavior would likely result in                
grave harm to the computer user, organization members or other humans. 
The targeted breakthrough is the definition and validation of innovative socio-technical system paradigms and              
certification governance models that will enable an independent organization to achieve far-beyond-state-of-the-art,            
resilient and self-reinforcing levels of trustworthiness of critical computing services and levels of effectiveness of               
critical organizational systems. A key intuition is that the trustworthiness of critical computing systems is best                
measured through a complete and dynamic modeling of the effectiveness of all significant organizational processes               
critically involved in the system’s entire lifecycle and operation. In turn, the effectiveness of all critical organizations                 
today is primarily dependent on the levels of trustworthiness of the computing systems critically involved in the                 
system’s critical operations and governance. Their transition to computing systems - with rare exceptions - has                
gravely reduced their effectiveness in many crucial regards, such as organizational resiliency to external and internal                
attack and manipulation - for all organizations - and overall democratic efficiency and accountability - for                
democratic organizations. 
The main goal of any critical computing service is to maximize the trustworthiness that it will respond to inputs or                    
external actions with expected behaviors. Such systems have vital roles in protecting citizens, states, critical               
infrastructure, and democratic institutions but, over the last decade, an increase in complexity, and extremely active                
sabotage at the lifecycle level, have rendered nearly all commercial and high-assurance computing services used in                
critical human communications, and infrastructures, highly vulnerable to critical malfunction or attacks by state and               
non-state actors in highly-scalable, mis-attributable and often undetectable ways . 1

Furthermore, by understanding critical organizational processes is their evolutionary constituent nature, the project             
aims to cognitively reframe the life-cycle and operation of both critical organization and critical computing systems                
as complex computing-based ever-constituent socio-technical systems. In the process of validation of the             
breakthrough, the project will create new Trustless Computing paradigms, certification requirements, certification            
body, an initial compliant service and critical IT technology set, and a post-project open consortium and ecosystem. 
1.1.2. Long Term Vision 

Key to the long term vision of the targeted breakthrough - and its ability to realize a resilient short-to-long term                     
actionable path towards an explosive potential to grow and expand in other domains - is a Binding MOU                  
(Memorandum of Understanding) Agreement , formally approved by all participants, which includes the Preliminary             2

Paradigms and ensures, among other things: complete verifiability, open licensing, and very-low long-term overall              
IP royalties of all critical SW/HW components; high-level of protection from any patent claims; forbids participation                
of participants to a go-to-market of overall results outside post-project consortium, bound by resulting certification               
body. Here follows our short-to-long term vision; in Section 2.1 we detail how the breakthrough will warrant them. 

In the short term, of an initial compliant computing service (CivicIT) with about ten thousands of client device                   
units (CivicPods), and related onion routing and server infrastructure, will be marketed by the post-project               
consortium. It will leverage unprecedented and constitutionally-meaningful levels of trustworthiness, as well a its              
portability and usability, to respond to a huge market gap for meaningful levels of assurance in a preliminary set of                    
selected fields, among which, government-related end-2-end computing,. It will contribute to restoring the digital              
sovereignty of the EU’s institutions, citizens and Members States. It will reposition the EU in the exploitation of the                   
value chain of emerging high-assurance IT sectors, as supplementary to the market for leading commercial devices. 

In the medium term, its low costs and open ecosystem will enable independent parties to increase the assurance,                   

1  See expert analysis of Snowden revelations and critical vulnerabilities;  
2 A PDF copy of the MOU is at http://bit.ly/1MvLRlC; 
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reduce the cost and improve the User Experience (UX) of the resulting platform, and well as to create derivatives for                    
more diverse and progressively more complex domains, such as banking trust services, sensitive business              
communications, wide-consumer market, and/or state security and defense sectors. It’all also fill a huge market gap                
in the security for narrow AI (artificial intelligence) applications (e.g.robots, drones, self-driving cars, data mining). 
The CivicPod form factor and usability, combined with its very low cost at scale, will enable wide-market business                  
and consumer deployments with an enhanced user experience. The inclusion of resiliency and availability will               
enable the offering of a unique proposition for mission military communication systems and critical infrastructures. 

In the long term, derivative of the results will spur ever more trustworthy IT systems in ever more numerous                    
domains and wide market applications. Even more crucially, it is hoped that the results will provide a sufficiently                  
trustworthy low-level computing base, standard and a governance model for large democratically-accountable            
advanced narrow and strong AI projects, in critical sectors for the economy and society, to substantially increase                 
their safety, robustness and “value alignment”. 
1.1.3. Objectives 
Objective O1: To develop a deeper understanding of societal pressures, inadequate paradigms and 
approaches that have resulted in insufficiently trustworthy standards for critical computing systems and 
ineffective critical organizational systems 
Analyze and develop a clear understanding of leading high-assurance IT guidelines, certifications and verification              
processes; legal and liability frameworks; and major markets economic, legal, media and political pressures. Collect               
best practices that may be inspirational, or constraining, to the Paradigms definition (O.2). 
Objective O2: To define the Trustless Paradigms, and probabilistic behavioral modeling concepts and 
software tools, that can achieve and measure the targeted computing assurance and organizational 
effectiveness goals 
Acknowledging that perfect assurance is impossible, nonetheless we will define and validate TRUSTLESS Binding 
Paradigms, i.e. high-level certification guidelines, which will guide the definition of the detailed Certification 
Requirements (or “Requirements”) for a computing service, in operation and lifecycle, which can sustainably ensure 
“constitutionally-meaningful” levels of trustworthiness of confidentiality, integrity, authentication and 
non-repudiability; and substantial levels of usability, low-cost and resilient open ecosystem, for wide market uptake. 
Scope: By constitutionally-meaningful levels of trustworthiness, we mean levels that are sufficiently high to make 
the use by a citizen, in ordinary text and voice human communication scenarios, rationally compatible with the full 
Internet-connected exercise of the citizen’s core civil rights, except for voting in governmental elections. In more 
concrete terms, this project will define an end-2-end computing service that will deserve confidence that an 
extremely skilled attacker – willing to perform continuous or pervasive compromisation – would incur costs and 
risks that would exceed the following levels: (1) for the compromisation of the lifecycle, tens of millions of euros, 
and significant discoverability (albeit with unlikely actual liability), for high-value IT systems life-cycle, through 
legal and illegal subversion of all kinds, including economic pressures; or (2) for compromisation of a single user, 
tens of thousands of euros, and a significant discoverability, such as those associated with abuse through on-site, 
proximity-based user surveillance, or non-scalable remote endpoint techniques, such as the NSA’s TAO program. 
Paradigms: The Initial Paradigms (WP1) will bind final certification Initial Requirements (WP2) that will be               
required in their Final versions for compliance of providers (Trustless Provider, or CivicProvider in the pilot), the                 
Certification Body and the participants in the post-project consortium, Trustless Computing Group. The             
Requirements will inform the Specifications of the compliant CivicIT service, which will designed, developed,              
tested and subject to pilot. Paradigms, Requirements and Specification will each be constituted of Technical,               
Socio-technical and Organization parts. Here is a Synthesis of the Preliminary Paradigms, describing what is               
required of a certified Provider and Service: 
1. Undergoes continuous certification by an extremely technically-proficient, thorough and 

user-accountable independent standard/certification body, and highly efficient nonetheless. 
2. assumes that extremely-skilled attackers are willing to devote even tens of millions of Euros to compromise 

the supply chain or lifecycle, through legal and illegal subversion of all kinds, including economic pressures. 
3. provides extremely user-accountable and technically-proficient oversight of all hardware, software and 

organizational processes critically involved in the entire lifecycle. Critical hereafter shall be referred to 
hardware, software or procedures whose possible vulnerabilities can NOT be protected against, through 
proven OS, SoC and/or CPU level isolation/ compartmentation techniques. 

4. provides extreme levels of auditing intensity and (ethical) quality relative to system complexity, for all 
critical components; and includes only publicly verifiable components, and strongly minimizes use of 
non-Free/Open-source software and firmware. 

5. includes only open innovations with clear and low long-term royalties (<X% of end-user cost) from patent 
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and licensing fees, to prevent undue intellectual property right holders’ pressures, lock-ins, patent vetoes and 
ensure low-cost; 

6. includes only highly-redundant hardware and/or software cryptosystems, whose protocols, algorithms and 
implementations are either open, long-standing, extensively-verified and endorsed, and with significant and 
“scalable” post-quantum resistance levels. 

Objective O3: To define an innovative evolutionary governance model of a Certification Body that can 
achieve and sustain extremely high and resilient levels of both technical proficiency and citizens 
accountability amidst great external pressures to influence the process.  
Define innovative statutes, socio-technical systems, regulation and processes for the Certification Body to achieve              
such an objective. Key to its success will be the definition of innovative forms of deliberative polling™ that are: (a)                    
resilient to grave external pressures, (b) adapted to the use of extremely trustworthy IT tool like CivicIT, (c) capable                   
of enabling informed citizen participants to hold the Certification Body accountable amidst very high technical               
complexities of the issues being deliberated. 
Objective O4: To define the socio-technical Certification Requirements with levels of comprehensiveness, 
depth and intrinsic resilience that can achieve a sufficient level of confidence about the compliance of a given 
service provider and its computing service 
Starting from the Initial Paradigms (T1.2), the unique and interdisciplinary skills of technical advisors and               
participants will be to translate them into much more detailed and measurable set of requirements for the Provider.                  
Key will be the development of probabilistic behavioral modeling of all humans and computing devices critical                
involved, and conceptual scheme of a software tool to can handle the complexity to continuously assess the                 
trustworthiness level of a computing service; leveraging the expertise of OMC team in software to model                
socio-technical system (STS-tool.eu) and reconfigurable high-assurance IT networks (pSHIELD and nSHIELD). 
Objective O5: To design, build, assemble and pilot test the technical and socio-technical components of a 
computing service, CivicIT, run by the a CivicProvider that is compliant with the Requirements within 
budget and temporal constraints.  
The objective will be to research, revise, extend and build the technical, socio-technical and organizational               
Preliminary CivicIT Service Architecture described below, in order to comply with the Requirements, as well as to                 
enable at least very basic text and voice functions, and have form factor, performance and UX suitable for                  
wide-market adaptations for many diverse high and highest assurance domains. 

O5.1 - SERVICE ARCHITECTURE 
Core to the CivicIT technical Architecture will be a dedicated 2-2.5mm-thin touch-screen handheld device              
(CivicPod) either attached to the back of any user's mobile phone via a dedicated external case (or “inserted” inside                   
the internal case of a custom-built smartphone's, or CivicPhone, sharing its battery, outside scope of this project).                 
Each CivicPod user will optionally receive, at cost, a paired cheap TV-connected Wi-Fi-enabled HDMI-Dongle              
(CivicDongle), to create a network of thousands of onion routing nodes that provide beyond-state-of-the-art              
metadata privacy. User authentication will technically rely on a dedicated non-RF (radio frequency) and non-MCU               
(microcontroller unit) smart-card CivicPod-embedded chip (CivicID), and a RF-enabled “bank-card sized”           
smart-card (CivicCard)  that provides 2nd factor authentication while the card is in the user’s wallet.  
The same extremely-minimized HW&SW computing base will run all CivicDevices (Pod, Server, Dongle) and              
CivicRoom locks, to drastically reduce costs. The CivicPod also embeds a back-facing external smart-card reader,               
which - through an alternative smartphone hard case that adds a 0.7mm slot between the CivicPod and the hosting                   
smartphone - enables the reading of non-RF enabled CivicCards, as well as mainstream smart-cards, for lower levels                 
of assurance. The same extremely-minimized HW&SW computing base will be share by over 90% by all                
CivicDevices and CivicRoom locks, to drastically overall costs reduce the costs of end-2-end assurance. 

 
CivicDevices will be assembled, verified, flashed, and transferred to their users in a dedicated custom-built               
street-facing lab (CivicLab) that will contain a server room (CivicRoom) where any privacy-sensitive services must               
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be hosted on dedicated servers (CivicServers). Fabrication and design phases of all critical hardware components               
will be subject to oversight processes (CivicFab) that aim to substantially exceed in end-user-trustworthiness those               
of even of NSA Trusted Foundry Program, at substantially lower costs (Section 4.1.4.8). All CivicRoom accesses                
and CivicFab oversight will involve extreme safeguards, including on-site offline approval or oversight by 5               
random-sampled citizen-witnesses, similar to polling station processes in governmental elections.  

 
O5.2 - CivicPod details 

The CivicPod will integrate, in a single highly-portable highest-assurance device, the capabilities of a display               
smart-card , a security token, an handheld device (such as iPod Touch ), a smart-card reader and a barebones                 3 4

desktop PC. It is 2-2.5mm-thin and ⅔ the width size of an average smartphone. Modern smartphones, at                 
4.75-6.5mm, are getting too thin to handle, creating a new opportunity, as dual-screen mobile devices like                
Yotaphone It features an open, secure CPU processor and SoC, hardware & software RNG, a power connector,                 
micro-HDMI port and 2 Bluetooth ports. Through a dedicated docking station with HDMI-switch, which charges the                
phone and the CivicPod, it is interfaceable to a user’s desktop monitor (via micro-HDMI). It connects via Bluetooth                  
to a certified keyboard w/mouse-pad, for long-form text input. The CivicPod may act as an always-on e-ink second                  
screen (like YotaPhone and similar) peripheral, through e-ink or e-ink/LCD technologies.  
The CivicPod also has a back-facing exposed external smart-card reader which - through an alternative smartphone                
hard case that adds a 0.7mm slot between the CivicPod and the hosting smartphone - enables the user to read non-RF                     
enabled CivicCards (as well as mainstream smart-cards with lower levels of assurance) to support additional use                
cases CivicPod features: (A) Exchange rich text text messaging, with other CivicPod users and eIDAS devices. (B)                 
engage in very basic 1-2-many (blog) communication and many-2-many deliberative discussion spaces, also             
pseudonymous and off-the-record; (C) Securely store passwords and generate time-synchronized one-time           
passwords; (D) Support for multi-personas; (E) Initiate and receive Voip voice calls with other CivicPod user; (F)                 
(possibly) interface and remote control in user-friendly ways the unsecure IC of the CivicDongle for multimedia                
features, by taking advantage of dual camera for finger tracking. 

O5.3 - CivicDongle details 
Onion routing functionality for metadata privacy: Onion Routing (such as TOR) functionality to CivicIT will be                
provided to the CivicPods through the CivicDongles, to protect the privacy of both voice and non-voice                
communication metadata, except location data in some cases. It will be directly or indirectly provided through a                 
large number of entry and exit nodes (at least many hundreds) provided by the CivicDongle. Additional                

3 Example of 0.8mm-thin Display Card by MasterCard and Nagra/Kudelski, here an even more powerful one by Plastc 
4 Such as the iPod Touch, or the Sectra Tiger handheld for high-assurance NATO/EU SECRET device. 
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sophisticated per-user and behavioral traffic analysis countermeasures will be put in place, including: random              
off-setting of server connections between parties to the same IP call; random generated spoofing and decoy                
voice-like and data-like traffic. Such countermeasures will become effective only when the user base is both active                 
and large enough (at least a few thousands of daily users for voice calls), especially if one does not use the existing                      
Tor network. All certified devices will be configured to not keep any logs, including no logs for diagnostics. 
In order to provide the low level base for future consumer functionality, the HMDI TV-Connected CivicDongle                
embeds an additional off-the-shelf unsecure chipset with DVT-B and Android, remotely controlled through the              
CivicPod front-facing low-res dual cameras, in unique and extremely intuitive “TV-screen touch control from the               
sofa” ways, to access any horizontally-placed mobile-formatted Web Site/App or mobile app or website/app.  

O5.4 - Details of CivicRoom and CivicLab 
The CivicRoom is the hosting room that keep copies of the latest software source code of device, firmware and tools,                    
as well as host all privacy-sensitive server-side data services, such as those including - whenever the provider                 
chooses to - the storage or manipulation in unencrypted form of user’s personal data or encryption keys, for key                   
recovery purposes or other service purposes. It will deploy extreme technical and socio-technical safeguards for               
hosting room access management, and deploy novel organizational procedures that will leverage citizen-witness             
processes, similar to those used at polling stations during governmental elections, to ensure that no undetected or                 
unauthorized modification is applied to the data, source code or critical hardware inside. (Section 4.1.1.4) 
Objective O6: To jumpstart an highly open, profitable and resilient ecosystem for CivicIT to lay the basis for 
a solid and rapid expansion of TRUSTLESS impacts through binding terms for the post-project Consortium 
that can best sustain over time the targeted level of ethical and economic resilience  
This objective is key to achieve the Long Term vision, and it requires primarily careful definition of Initial and the                    
Final Paradigms, as they related to the preliminary consortium binding terms, already agreed by the participants                
through the approved MOU (1.1.2) 
Objective O7: To measure success in the actual and perceived trustworthiness of the TRUSTLESS 
Paradigms, and the compliant service platform CivicIT  
Innovative research methods are needed, before and during the pilot, such as involvement of sampled target users, 
informed sampled target users and ordinary citizens (through deliberative polling(™) or similar means), sampled IT 
experts, red teams of “ethical crackers”. The intensity and quality of the crowdsourcing of IT security communities 
will also need to be measured. 

1.2. Relation to the work programme  
TRUSTLESS is an interdisciplinary project that will exploit and exceed the recent technological and 
non-technological progresses in several fields. It is particularly related to the topic“H2020-FETOPEN 
-2014-2015-RIA: FET-Open research projects” of Horizon 2020 programme: the proposal addresses a completely 
new, original solution enabling possibilities that are far beyond the state of the art and currently not anticipated by 
known technology roadmaps, targeting scientifically ambitious and technologically concrete and foundational 
breakthroughs. TRUSTLESS relates, to some extents, to further topics, pertaining to other programmes, such as the 
ICT and the Security Society ones, having strictly related scopes, such as: (1) the “ICT 32 – 2014: Cybersecurity, 
Trustworthy ICT” of the ICT programme, considering his focus on security aspects; (2) DS-2-2014: Access Control 
of the Security Society programme - the work program states “Security includes granting access only to the people 
that are entitled to it”: access control is exactly one of the scopes of the project; (3) DS-4-2015: Information driven 
Cyber Security Management of the Security Society programme -  TRUSTLESS will provide an effective and secure 
solution for enabling organization to manage the information flow from internal and external sources through 
mobile phones. 

1.3. Novelty, level of ambition and foundational character 
Novelty and foundational nature: Although the modeling of collective human systems and human psychology has               
been established as a technique in IT assurance and socio-technical IT assurance analysis, it is very far from                  
effectively modeling all significant probabilistic human, organizational and computing behaviors through all            
significant incentives and constraints. Tackling such high-risk objectives is a novelty. Most importantly, to date,               
such modeling has been restricted to the IT operational (fruition) phase without significantly covering the lifecycle                
of IT technologies, including the supply-chain, fabrication and standard setting governance. The current model,              
epitomized by the Trusted Computing Group, has resulted in unwarranted trust being placed in dozens of different                 
suppliers of IT components, their personnel, subcontractors and internal IT systems, and in gravely incomplete,               
self-referential and shallow standards certifications (Common criteria, ISO, EU Secret, etc.) which contradict             
state-of-the-art high-assurance IT guidelines (NATO Aep-67, US Defense Science Board, etc.). In our breakthrough,              
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current model would be replaced with the model of Trustless Computing , in which zero trust is assumed in anyone                   5

or anything in both operations and lifecycle of an end-2-end computing service, except in self-guaranteeing               
transparent and accountable organizational processes that underlie the operation, lifecycle and certification            
governance, whose quality can be assessed by reasonably-educated citizens of democratic countries. 
Ambitions: For computing systems, TRUSTLESS aims to substantially exceed the state-of-the-art in reducing the              
likelihood of critical malfunction or vulnerability to malicious actions (as defined in O.2). For critical organizations,                
TRUSTLESS aims to enable any willing organization to provide to other organization, or self-provide, a governance                
model and computing systems for basic communications, which will turn the computing systems critically involved               
in its operations and governance from a serious internal problem and threat, to a powerful instrument to increase its                   
overall effectiveness. It aims to enable in fact radically higher levels of assurance of confidentiality, authenticity,                
non-repudiability and integrity of communications among members, governance leaders; opportunities for increased            
accountability and value alignment of elected or appointed leaders’ towards their constituents; reliable transparency              
of critical organizational data towards its constituency; resilience to attacks on its informational assets. 

1.4. Research methods 
   The success of the project will be measured by the level of actual and perceived trustworthiness of the resulting 
pilot of the CivicIT service and certification body, by sampled ordinary citizens, secure computing experts and 
high-value target users; as well as extreme levels of paid, volunteer and bounty-based auditing - before, after and 
during the pilot - by extremely competent and expectedly non-malicious experts and ethical hackers; applying 
concepts of user-led and lead-user innovation. Independent “red teams” of world-class “ethical crackers”who will 
attempt to compromise the system during the pilot and participate during engineering phases. Iterative methods will 
be applied to continuously improve the Paradigms and Certification Requirements, involving pilot user groups. 
Modeling and Assessment of Requirements: Probabilistic behavioral approaches will be used to create new model 
that includes all incentives and constraints on the humans and machines critically involved in the service, and 
software tools that can enable and facilitate compliance assessment, including oversight CivicFab processes, of the 
lifecycle and operation of a given service. Methods for the Pilot of CivicIT: Three diverse and small sampled testing 
end-user pilot groups will be sampled: 1. ethically recognized high-assurance computing experts; 2. ordinary citizen 
users, and 3. very high-value human targets. Measures of actual levels of trustworthiness will be applied by: (A) an 
formal and partially-automated auditing process synergically integrated into informal public-crowdsourced auditing 
processes; (B) a continued assessment by globally-recognized, ethically-renowned, independent, high-assurance IT 
security experts, including the group of IT assurance experts who will constitute one of the 3 pilot groups. Measures 
of perceived levels of trustworthiness: interviews with 3 pilot groups as well as with 2 more sets of users from the 
same 3 target demographic groups that do not participate in the pilot. The pilots will comply with local privacy laws 
and state secret legislation. Due to the nature of the project, no gendered innovation is foreseen. 

1.5. Interdisciplinary nature 
To achieve and maintain such trustworthiness levels, we will involve leading IT and social scientists to devise                 
radically new ideas and concepts, and extend, merge best-of-breed “zero trust” socio-technical paradigms from              
different fields, by involving world experts in: (a) technical and socio-technical principles of the highest               
trustworthiness, dual-use IT and critical military systems; (b) citizen-witness-based, citizen-jury-based and           
voting-booth organizational procedures from democratic governance, and; (c) organizational constituent processes,           
and statutory architectures aimed at extreme transparency, user/citizen-accountability and technical proficiency. A            
high degree of interdisciplinary interactions will occur throughout in various tasks, to resolve unprecedented              
practical and theoretical challenges that emerge from their joint application IT and organization, such as: hardware                
design (KRY, KUL), hardware fabrication oversight (LFO, OMC), software design (DUT, KER, SCY, KUL),              
citizen-witness processes (OMC, SCY). A multi-gender and multicultural participatory analysis of the perception of              
high-assurance IT solutions will be performed during the requirement analysis phase, to best ensure that the results                 
will be perceived similarly across those demographics. 

2. SECTION 2: IMPACT 
2.1. Expected Impacts 
2.1.1 Main expected impacts: [1] Kick-start an extremely open and resilient ecosystem, certification body, and a                
full SW/HW stack for a end-2-end computing platform, initially focused on basic voice & text communications, with                 
unprecedented and constitutionally-meaningful (O.2) levels of trustworthiness, very low costs and high usability, to              
be used as a seamless supplement to ordinary computing devices. It has a clear short-to-long term actionable path, as                   
detailed in our long term vision (Section 1.1.2); [2] Turn young researchers and emerging SMEs into world leaders                  

5 Similar concepts have been proposed generically in the “Zero Trust approach” and “Trust no-one (TNO)”. 
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of a crucial industry sector by transforming citizen engagement into cutting-edge research. We will go from mostly a                  
public relation exercise into the crucial means to ensure cutting-edge levels of effectiveness, accountability and               
“value alignment” in critical societal computing and organizational systems, by granting a key role in oversight and                 
governance to random-sampled citizens; [3] Inspire new voluntary or mandatory IT assurance standards: The project               
will seek to inspire pioneer regional and national public regulations that mandate or incentivize the adoption of                 
TRUSTLESS or TRUSTLESS-inspired IT, or to influence their procurement for most critical e-services and              
standard-setting processes, and in the priorities of public R&D incentive programs, with far-reaching effects on               
market demand, expanding on current world-class OMC initiatives (Section 4.1.1.7.a and .b) 
2.1.2 Main project means to realize the expected impact: Key to jump starting a fast growing and profitable 
ecosystem, and the realization of its long term vision (Section 1.1.2) is the project’s ability to sustainably achieve 4 
overall goals: [A] IT assurance levels sufficiently beyond state-of-the-art: Our project will surpass state-of-the-art 
solutions by assuming no trusted actors in the lifecycle or operations, by thoroughly dealing with standard setting 
governance, and by providing public verifiability through citizen-witnessed fabrication oversight. NATO AEP-67 
and US Defense Science Board are the highest authorities in military IT systems assurance, explicitly refer to most 
of these principles but - arguably because of  conflicting external and internal objectives of USG public security 
agencies - these are not included in civilian and publicly-known military standards.  Even the highest-assurance level 
of current and planned IT assurance standards - private (GlobalPlatform TEE and TUI, Trusted Computing, 
Common Criteria EAL 5-7, etc.) and public (such as highest national eID standards, ETSI, EU Secret, eIDAS Level 
4 BSI Token,  etc.) - can be rendered remotely and undetectably compromisable by a large number of criminal 
actors, through the hacking, bribing or threatening of just one person (or 2 at most) who play some critical role in its 
lifecycle and supply chain, including the “secure element” ; [B] Low overall costs at small scale: the use of open 6

licensing and the binding cap on IP royalties for all critical techs developed or integrated guarantees very low per 
unit pricing for CivicIT client and server devices. The use of smaller lower-capacity European 200mm foundries, 
such as the participant LFO, will not only enable us to provide levels of independent oversight that are impossible in 
Asian mega fabs, but will also enable us to keep per-unit costs low, even at just a few tens of thousands of devices. 
Preliminary conceptual business plans put the cost per unit of client or server device, including life-cycle and 
operational service, at 380€/unit per 10,000 units, which goes down to 120€/unit per 100,000 units. [C] Extreme 
resiliency of the ecosystem: Our project has to stand against extremely well-funded state agencies that have yearly 
huge budgets, not only to subvert technologies, but also to strategically invest or subcontract companies in order to 
prevent IT solutions from coming to market that are scalably accessible to them.  Our project has formally agreed 7

with all participants on a set of binding terms, which include the Preliminary Paradigms, that enforce open source 
licensing terms, very low, long-term, overall IP royalty commitments, high protection from external patent claims 
through adherence to the Open Invention Network, and a commitment not to participate in any other effort than to 
initially go to market with the overall resulting solution. Even if one or more of our key participants is acquired, or 
pressured economically through profitable contracts, new players will be able to use the technological results to 
improve and go to market. [D] Legal sustainability even in times of a public security crisis, actual or perceived. In 
Section 5 Ethics, we have analyzed the ethical and legal issues of TRUSTLESS and CivicIT.  We have devised a 
detailed explanation of how the project will ensure that future legislative changes will not prevent the 
commercialization or use in civilian or military sectors, while retaining its protection levels for communication civil 
rights as well as the need for lawful access for targeted due legal process investigations. 

2.2. 2Measures to maximise impact 
2.2.1. a) Dissemination and exploitation of results  
The project intends to disseminate its scientific methods, approaches and results to the international research 
community, both private and public stakeholders in Europe and all over the world, through events, publications, 
websites and specific initiatives.Interactive Websites: Highly-engaging project websites or sub-site to the main site 
will be created for the project, during and after the project, which will feature open access, consultation and 
constructive consensus building tools, in order to involve various groups in the amelioration of the results, the 
perception of the scientific and societal value being created, and the democratic and transparent nature of the 
processes. These will support the dissemination of the publication, the results data and support events and initiatives, 
described below. Publications: At least 10 publications will be promoted, during and after the project, to highlight 
and formalize the results and parts of it. All publications will be in open access. Events: Multiple events will be 
created in EU capitals with funding from the project as well as other sources and participants aimed at dissemination, 
acceptance and/or a call to action; including one at kick-off, one after one year, and another one at the end. These 
will be both mixed as well as aimed at academics and domain experts, leading industry representatives, citizens, 

6 www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/national/black-budget/ 
7https://theintercept.com/2015/03/10/ispy-cia-campaign-steal-apples-secrets/ 
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sampled citizens, digital civil rights NGOs and government agencies. Aims and Initiatives: Events and websites, 
during and after, will be aimed at promoting: (a) the wide adoption and recognition of a post-project Trustless 
Computing Certification Body, to-be-established through the guidelines defined by the project to be more sustainably 
and self-reinforcing competent, ethical and citizen-accountability of the project Certification Body; (b) the 
participation and recognition of a post-project resilient open consortium of companies, NGOs and states, Trustless 
Computing Group, that pursue explosive economic opportunities for its members, offers directly exclusively services 
that comply with the Certification Body, and promotes wider industrial and research activities derived from the 
project that have clear positive societal aims; and (c) constructive remote consensus building, brainstorming and 
workgroup sessions, through a Trustless Computing WorkGroup, aimed at the adoption and contribution to the 
Paradigms principles by governmental agencies (civil rights and public security), civil society, legislative bodies, 
and standard organizations through constructive remote consensus building, brainstorming and workgroup sessions.  
Unique level of concrete involvement of end-users and EU citizens. This is foreseen because: (a) the project will 
be developed using open processes that publicly respond to suggestions and comments from the general public; (b) 
the project will largely be open-licensed and therefore reusable by communities of developers, association of citizens 
that can modify it to create competing services, with or without certification by the Certification Body; (c) the 
guidance and control of the long-term governance of the Certification Body will ultimately accrue in the majority to 
TRUSTLESS services users themselves, and therefore ordinary citizens (T2.3). 
Dissemination for skills and educational training. End-user training will be part of a core result, as each end-user in 
the pilots will undergo  detailed training, not so much focussed on  usability, but on the operational security (OpSec) 
measures to be observed in their use of the CivicPod, to ensure to not inadvertently compromise its assurance. 
Types of data that the project will generate and collect. The project will generate: hardware design; software code; 
organizational statutes and regulations; high-level end-2-end IT technical and socio-technical standards and 
certification requirements; end-user manuals and media. Standards: IP Licensing and Free Software. Free 
Software standards will be used overwhelmingly for software licenses. Free/Open Source Software, while providing 
important civil freedom, does not directly improve the trustworthiness of a software in comparison to that whose 
source code is merely publicly-verifiable without a Non-disclosure Agreement (NDA). On the contrary, at times it 
has constrained viable business models, and therefore reduced resources available for adequate auditing relative to 
complexity. Nonetheless, the project will very strictly mandate Free/Open Source Software and firmware, with few 
exceptions for non-critical parts, because the project intends to promote incentives for open innovation communities, 
volunteer expert auditing and overall ecosystem governance decentralisation, which will in turn substantially 
contribute to actual and perceived IT security, and will promote an ecosystem that is highly resilient to short- and 
long-term change in technological, legislative and societal contexts.Without the participation (paid and not) of the 
world’s best IT security experts and “community”, especially those with high average presumable ethical intentions - 
it would be unlikely that even an unprecedentedly well funded project could have a reasonable expectation of 
preventing successful remote attacks from the numerous and varied entities with access to remote vulnerabilities 
devised, commissioned, acquired, purchased or discovered, to date and in the future, by entities that are extremely 
well-funded and have unprecedented accumulated skill-sets. Standards: reference IT assurance standards. The 
need for a  project like this stems from the grave inadequacy of current IT high-assurance standards and 
certifications. None of them is suitable to enable a high-assurance end-user, even remotely, to sufficiently assess the 
comparative trustworthiness of a complete end-2-end computing service or setup . Nonetheless, compliance with 8

some can ensure a downward compatibility with other devices that can significantly increase a new device’s uptake 
and value to users. CivicIT will comply with eIDAS high-level from the outset. Public verifiability will be required 
of all software and hardware technologies. National mandatory security standards for target e-government services 
will be complied with. An initial deep analysis will review state-of-the-art in socio-technical guidelines (NATO 
AEP-67, US Defense Science Board reports) and certifications (Common Criteria EAL4-5+, FIPS, NATO/EU 
SECRET, eIDAS “high-level”, Global Platform TEE/TUI) for high-assurance critical s, as well as for critical 
organizational systems - such as leading participatory and direct democratic systems, deliberative polling, and 
high-assurance military asset safety. The project is inspired by such guidelines and will follow them - while they 
have been gravely ignored by standards and certifications from the same governments that issued them  - and it will 9

aim to comply with, or be easily made compliant, with those standards, except if it may compromise assurance.  
 8. Access to data for  accessible for verification and re-use. Almost all software will be available under Free 
Software licenses. All SW and critical HW designs will be at least publicly verifiable without NDA. All developed 
hardware will be available to any willing future TRUSTLESS certified provider with licensing fees that do not 
exceed 20% of end-user price, even in their future derivatives, according to the signed Binding MOU Agreement 

8 A recent ENISA report, highlights: “no single, continuous ‘line of standards’ related to cyber security ..”.  
9 Just confront NATO AEP-67 guidelines with highest level FIPS, Common Criteria and NIST standards. 
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with our core critical hardware participant, KRY, that last 4 years after the project.Data curation and preservation. 
The post-project consortium, the project coordinator, and reliable non-profit “open access escrow agents” will each 
preserve copies of all data generated, even of most process data, for safekeeping to provide guarantee, towards 
end-users, and future providers and technology partner, in regard to the licensing obligations of the participants. 
During the project all data will be curated and preserved as per above, except when that may interfere with the 
participants IP rights. Safe strategies against ransomware will be deployed. 
2.2.2. b) Communication activities 
In addition to the activities described above, a set of communication and engagement activities will be aimed at                  
maximizing the engagement of samples of informed citizens, democratic institutions and digital civil rights NGOs.               
Sampled sets of representative citizens and elected governmental officials in a major EU city will be engaged in                  
deliberative polling™ sessions, where they will be able to contribute informed, democratic and specific comments,               
suggestions and opinion on the project, during and after the project’s duration. The overall positive attitudes                
expressed during such sessions will be a measure of successful societal engagement. Ordinary citizens and citizens                
active in social media will be randomly sampled and invited to demonstrations, where their feedback will be                 
recorded. In addition, consulting and suggestions will be open and stimulated from any citizens. Further “traditional”                
communication actions will include publication of white papers and articles to newspapers and non-scientific              
journals; it will be attempted to involve public television broadcasters at the major events organized by the project. 

3. SECTION 3: IMPLEMENTATION  
3.1. Project work plan  
Work will start with a deep interdisciplinary analysis of the state-of-the-art, aims and the Preliminary Paradigms to                 
arrive at an Initial Paradigm (T1.2), and then a Initial Certification Requirements T.1,2,3). Then an Initial                
Specification (W3-5,M6) will be defined, which will serve as guidance during of the development of all technical                 
(WP4-5), socio-technical (WP3) and organizational components (WP2) during M3-M20. During M21-23 a pilot will              
be executed, and during M24 a Final version of the Paradigms, Certification Requirements and the Certification                
Body will be created, and final documentation created for all components.  

3.1.1. TIMELINE - Gantt Chart 

 
3.1.2. WORK-PACKAGES DESCRIPTION 
3.1.3. WP01: TRUSTLESS Binding Paradigms 
Work package number  01 Start Date or Starting Event M1 

 

Work package title TRUSTLESS Binding Paradigms 
 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Short name of Participant OMC KUL KRY LFO KER DUT SCY 
Pers/mos per Participant 22 4 2 2 2 1 1 

 

Objectives: Analysis of national Legal, Standards and Liability contexts. Analyse the state-of-the-art and the              
Preliminary Paradigms to produce the Initial, which will inform the Certification Requirements, and then              
develop the Final Paradigms. 

 

 Description of work:  
T1.1 - Analysis of national legal, standards and liability contexts. The policy, standards, liability,              
geopolitical, scientific and technological contexts - present and medium-term - are deeply analyzed in relation               
to the Preliminary Paradigms and CivicIT Specifications, in order to provide a solid basis, reference and input                 
contribute to the depth and effectiveness of T1.2. 
T1.2 - Develop the Paradigms. This task will start with a deep analysis of the TRUSTLESS Paradigms in their                   
Preliminary version, to arrive at an Initial version and related Certification Requirements that will guide all                
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work in following phases of the project. Then, after the a test of each component and pilot of the overall                    
socio-technical prototype, a Final version will be prepared. 

 
Deliverables 
D1.1 - Legal, Standards, Business and Liability Analysis. (OMC, R, PU, M3).  
D1.2 -  Initial Paradigms. (OMC, R, PU, M5).  
D1.3 - Final Paradigms. (OMC, R, PU, M24). 
D1.4 - Probabilistic Behavioral Modeling Paradigms and Software. (OMC, DEM, PU, M23) 

3.1.4. WP02: TRUSTLESS Certification Requirements 
Work package number  02 Start Date or Starting Event M4 

 

Work package title TRUSTLESS Certification Requirements 
 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Short name of Participant OMC KUL KRY LFO KER DUT SCY 
Pers/mos per Participant 10 14 4 2 2 1 1 

 

Objectives: Define the Initial and Final TRUSTLESS Certification Requirements, starting by translating in a              
technical, socio-technical and organizational architectures the Initial TRUSTLESS Paradigms. 

 

Description of work:  
T2.1 - Develop Requirements for Technical Components. Develop the Specifications of CivicPod, 
CivicServer, CivicDongle, according to the results of D1.2 
T2.2 - Develop Requirements for Socio-technical: Develop the Specifications of CivicRoom, CivicFab, 
according to the results of D1.2. 
T2.3 - Develop Requirements for Organizational components:  Develop the Specifications of CivicRoom, 
CivicFab, according to the results of D1.2. 

 
Deliverables  
D2.1 - Requirements of CivicDevices (KUL, R, PU, M6). 
D2.2 - Requirements of  CivicFab and CivicRoom. (OMC, R, PU, M6). 
D2.3 - Statutes and regulations of the Certification Body (OMC, R, PU, M6). 
D2.4 - Certification Requirements for CivicProvider (KUL, R, PU, M24). 

3.1.5. WP3: CivicIT Socio-technical Components and the Pilot 
Work package number  3 Start Date or Starting Event M7 

 

Work package title CivicIT Socio-technical Components and the Pilot 
 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Short name of Participant OMC KUL KRY LFO KER DUT SCY 
Pers/mos per Participant 13 6 1 43 1 1 2 

 

Objectives: Design and test individually the socio-technical components of CivicIT: (a) CivicLab: lab for the               
assembly of CivicDevices, housing of the CivicRoom, and in-person authentication of users; (b) CivicRoom: a               
hosting room with TRUSTLESS secure equipment and access processes, and (c) CivicFab: a secure oversight               
process to assure no vulnerabilities are inserted in the fabrication process. Pilot of overall CivicIT. 

 

 
Description of work:  
T3.1 - Development of the CivicLab: This task will define and setup in-lab environment and tests that will                  
function as assembly of CivicDevices, authentication and first-time training of first-time users and hosting of               
the CivicRoom. It will create an assembly lab environment where the critical components, non-critical              
components and casing for all CivicDevices are assembled, and then tested. (Section 4.1.1.8 for details) 
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T3.2 - Development of the CivicRoom: This task will define, set up and test, inside the lab environment of                    
the CivicLab, a dedicated hosting (cage) room with a few mini racks for CivicServers that will be managed by                   
CivicProvider staff. (Section 4.1.1.8 for details) 
T3.3 - Development of the CivicFab: This task will define and create a set of verification and oversight                  
processes and equipment that will be applied to the production processes of the all critical production phases of                  
critical hardware components involved in the CivicIT service. These will be set up and tested in a detailed a lab                    
environment (movie studio), which simulates the production of tens of K units in a identified 200mm sub 115                  
nm EU foundry. (Section 4.1.4.5 for details) 
T3.4 - Socio-technical components tests and overall CivicIT pilot. Independent testing, and then during the               
pilot, of CivicLab, CivicRoom and CivicFab. CivicRoom and CivicLab tests involves 10 CivicPod users. Pilot               
of the overall CivicIT service involves 45 people, 15 per each sub-group. (Section 1.4 for details) 

 
Deliverables  
D3.1 - CivicRoom and CivicLab setup and test.(OMC, R, PU, M18) 
D3.2 - CivicIT pilot. (KUL, Dem, PU, M23). 
D3.3 - CivicFab Specifications. (LFO, R, PU, M20)  
D3.4 - CivicFab lab-grade setup and test (LFO, Dem, PU, M23) 

3.1.6. WP04: CivicIT Technical low-level components  
Work package number  04 Start Date or Starting Event M4 

 

Work package title CivicIT Technical low-level components 
 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Short name of Participant OMC KUL KRY LFO KER DUT SCY 
Pers/mos per Participant 3 2 55 3 26 1 0 

 

Objectives: Design and test of the CivicDevices by KRY, based on the existing KRY SCuP dual-core CPU and                  
related ICs (“integrated circuits”). Port, harden and compartmentalize the KER micro-kernel. 

 

Description of work: CivicDevices will be designed, starting from the server, by adding security features to                
existing component critical HW components, sourcing other IC parts and harden the firmware of critical ones                
against malicious attacks,  including side-channel attacks, or accidental error. 
T4.1 – CivicDevices FPGA HDKs. Develop the FPGA hardware development kits to enable parallel              
development of software and hardware, minimizing the design cycle; and allow hardware validation of              
modifications in the SCuP CPU before tapeout, lowering the project’s risks. 
T4.2 – CPU & ICs Modifications. Add security features and harden existing ones of the CPU and related                   
KRY and 3rd-party IP-cores. Specifically, the CPU will be hardened to make it less susceptible to side-channel                 
attacks, such as power/EMI analysis, timing analysis and physical tampering. The CPU will be prototyped using                
a structured logic ASIC process. The FPGAs HDKs will be adapted to use the improved SCuP IC developed for                   
testing and validation of the final physical prototypes. Define a cryptographic library to leverage the target                
hardware, peripherals and accelerators, such as TRNGs and finite field units. 
T4.3 – SCuP Firmware improvements. The SCuP CPU internal firmware/bootloader will be improved to              
enable its integration within the microkernel. Specifically, it will allow the microkernel and its applications to                
use the CPU security modules, such as the hardware firewall, encrypted memory controller, cryptographic              
algorithms, and secure boot. 
T4.4 - Port of the L4Re-Base to the Target HW Architecture. This task ports the L4Re system to the target                    
architecture, comprising the L4Re microkernel and user-level infrastructure, as well as hardens it and              
compartmentalizes it. Prior to porting any required tooling needs to be setup. Initially a simulator environment                
will be used until hardware becomes available. Relevant developer documentation will be developed. 
T4.5 - Adaptation of the L4Re System to the Target Platform. Adaptation of L4Re system to the hardware                  
target platform, including stability testing, drivers, hardening and isolation.. 

 
Deliverables:  
D4.1 - FPGA Hardware Development Kits (KRY, OTHER, CO, M12). 
D4.2 - Design of CivicDevices CPU & critical ICs (KRY, OTHER, CO, M16).  
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D4.3-  Design and build CivicDevices for pilot (KRY, OTHER, CO, M18).  
D4.4 - SW crypto infrastructure. (KUL, OTHER, PU, M15).  
D4.5 - L4Re System running on Target HW Architecture (KER, OTHER, PU, M18).  
D4.6 - L4Re System running on Physical Target Platform (KER, OTHER, PU, M24). 

3.1.7. WP05: CivicIT Technical high-level components  
Work package number  05 Start Date or Starting Event M7 

 

Work package title CivicIT Technical high-level components  
 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Short name of Participant OMC KUL KRY LFO KER DUT SCY 
Pers/mos per Participant 3 2 2 0 10 45 38 

 

Objectives: Development of the high level software components of CivicDevices from existing FLOSS SW,              
including: Application Programming Environment (APE), P2P/middleware software, and applications, a user           
friendly and intuitive UX interface framework. A smooth integration between SW layers. 

 

Description of work: The work will focus on producing the business logic, applications, UI and UX of the  
CivicDevices in order to ultimately support the CivicPod features. 
T5.1 - Develop P2P, Voice and Middleware SW. This Task provides P2P-based secure voice and text                 
communications. It includes: (A) P2P identity management solution to enable users to establish secure              
end-to-end communication channels; (B) P2P messaging and voice subsystem, for synchronously and            
asynchronously exchanging messages; (C) Tor-based relaying of traffic via CivicDongles to provide location             
privacy and anonymity functionality. A credit mechanism will be used to provide an incentive mechanism.               
Decoy traffic will be used to prevent traffic analysis countermeasures; (D) Integration with a PIR-based               
presence subsystem on the CivicServer to provide privacy-preserving presence services.  
T5.2 - Develop Application Programming Environment. This Task will develop the APE. It shall be               
type-safe, memory-safe, easy to use and have good tooling and community support. Will run on the                
Kernkonzept L4Re, which can run any GNU/Linux application and environment. Identify a programming             
language to be used to safely implement functionalities of the system, able to be run on the SCuP and the                    
runtime system in a performant and efficient manner. Code generation from software models or formal               
descriptions shall also be evaluated (e.g. Artisan). Enable the “Trusted GUI” concept. 
T5.3 - Develop Applications for CivicDevices. Implement, a the applications for the required CivicPod              
features (§1.1.3), through a basic UI and UX. (Section O.5.2 for details).  

 
Deliverables: 
D5.1 - P2P/Middleware SW stack on PC platform. [DUT, OTHER, PU, M12] 
D5.2 - P2P/Middleware SW stack on CivicDevice. [DUT, OTHER, PU, M24] 
D5.3 - Application Programming Environment [SCY, OTHER, PU, M12] 
D5.4 - Applications and UX: [SCY, OTHER, PU, M24] 

 

3.1.8. WP06: Project Management 
Work package number  06 Start Date or Starting Event M1 

 

Work package title Project Management 
 

Participant number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Short name of Participant OMC KUL KRY LFO KER DUT SCY 
Pers/mos per Participant 10 17 3 5 2 4 3 

 

Objectives: Ensure that objectives are reached in a timely and efficient manner. This includes coordination of                
project activities, management of internal and external communication, monitoring of the project work plan in               
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terms of time, results, resources, quality assurance, risks, and costs. Coordination of the project for its scientific,                 
technical, socio-technical and administrative needs, as well as the dissemination and communication activities. 

 
Description of work: 
T6.1 Administrative and financial management: The project coordinator will manage the project activities             
and ensure that they are carried out according to the project plan described in the description of work. A project                    
manual with rules and procedures for collaboration will be developed. The person charged with this task will                 
also produce and distribute the reporting templates, communication standards and will document the progress              
of the project and resources spent for every reporting period, and manage relation with EU Commission. 
T6.2 Quality and risk management: The project coordinator will monitor the activities of the project and will                 
continuously identify and analyse potentials risks. The coordinator will develop risk mitigation strategies,             
contingency plans and ultimately ensure the correct and timely delivery of results.  
T6.3 Dissemination and Communication: The project leader will lead dissemination and communication in             
coordination with KUL, and develop plan (M3), including setting up and maintaining websites, writing a               
brochure, publication of results in scientific conferences and journals, participating in conferences and fairs,              
and engaging with the public and relevant stakeholders through various communication channels. (§2.2.a) 
T6.4 Communication and Scientific Coordination: The project leader will ensure effective communication            
between participants and the boards. This task will manage internal and external communication such as the                
kick-off event, review meetings, general meetings, etc. 

 

Deliverables 
D6.1 - Project Manual (KUL, R, PU,M1). 
D6.2 - Project Website (OMC, DEC, PU, M3). 
D6.3 - Dissemination and communication activities plan (OMC, DEC, PU, M24). 
D6.4 - Project Periodic report (KUL, R, PU, M12). 
D6.5 - Project Final Report (KUL, R, PU, M24). 

3.2. Table 3.1b:  List of work packages 
 

Work 
Package 

No 
Work Package Title 

Lead 
Particip
ant No 

Lead 
Participant 
Short Name 

Perso
n-Mo
nths 

Start 
Mont

h 

End 
Month 

WP1 Socio-technical Paradigms  1 OMC  29 M1 M24 
WP2 Socio-technical Specifications 2 KUL 34 M4 M24 
WP3 Socio-technical Components 1 OMC  67 M7 M23 
WP4 Low-level HW&SW 3 KER 71 M4 M20 
WP5 High-level SW 4 SCY 101 M4 M24 
WP6 Project Management 2 KUL 44 M1 M24 

3.3. Table 3.1.c:List of Deliverables 
 

Delivera
ble # 

Deliverable name Work 
package 
number 

Short 
name 
of lead 
partici
pant 

Type Disse
mina
tion 
level 

Deliv
ery 
date 

  

D1.1 Legal, Standards, Business and Liability Analysis.  WP1 OMC R PU M2 
D1.2 Initial Paradigms WP1 OMC R PU M5 
D1.3 Final Paradigms WP1 OMC R PU M24 
D1.4 Probabilistic Behavioral Modeling Paradigms & SW WP1 OMC DEM PU M23 
D2.1 Requirements of CivicDevices WP2 OMC R PU M6 
D2.2 Requirements of CivicRoom and CivicLab WP2 OMC R PU M6 
D2.3 Statutes and regulations of Certification Body WP2 OMC R PU M6 
D2.4 Certification Requirements for CivicProvider WP2 KUL R PU M24 
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D3.1 CivicRoom and CivicLab setup and test WP3 OMC R PU M18 
D3.2 CivicIT overall pilot WP3 OMC Dem PU M23 
D3.3 CivicFab Specifications WP3 LFO R PU M20 
D3.4 CivicFab lab-grade setup and test  WP3 LFO Dem PU M23 
D4.1 FPGA Hardware Development Kits (HDKs)  WP4 KRY OTHER CO M12 
D4.2 Design of CivicDevices CPU & critical ICs WP4 KRY OTHER CO M16 
D4.3 Design and build CivicDevices for Pilot WP4 KRY OTHER CO M18 
D4.4 SW crypto infrastructure WP4 KUL OTHER PU M15 
D4.5 L4Re Systems running on Target HW Architecture WP4 KER OTHER PU M18 
D4.6 L4Re System running on Physical Target Platform  WP4 KER OTHER PU M24 
D5.1 P2P/Middleware SW stack on PC platform WP5 DUT OTHER PU M12 
D5.2 P2P/Middleware SW stack on CivicDevice WP5 DUT OTHER PU M24 
D5.3 Application Programming Environment  WP5 SCYTL OTHER PU M12 
D5.4 Applications and UX WP5 SCYTL OTHER PU M24 
D6.1 Project Manual  WP6 KUL R PU M1 
D6.2 Project Website  WP6 OMC DEC PU M3 
D6.3 Dissemination and communication activities plan  WP6 OMC DEC PU M24 
D6.4 Project Periodic report  WP6 KUL R PU M12 
D6.5 Project Final report WP6 KUL R PU M24 

3.4. 2Management and risk assessment  
Management structure: Scientific Board: Will provide scientific, technical and ethical guidance of the project. It               
will be a constituent seed of, act on behalf of and determinant of the nature of the post-project Certification Body.                    
Technical Board: Will provide scientific and technical advisory in specific domains. Participants’ Committee: It will               
composed of: 2 members from the Scientific Board; 1 member from the Technical Board; one member per each                  
participant. Project leader: Meetings and conferences will be the main vehicle for enabling communication among               
partners. Will be responsible for providing the communication strategy and infrastructure. The consortium will meet               
every 6 months. The post will be held by the Exec. Dir. of OMC. Project coordinator: Will be the contact point                     
between the project and the European Commission and will handle administrative management, project planning,              
operation (e.g., coordination of financial work) and control (e.g., scientific work quality assurance) in cooperation               
with other project governance bodies, and the European Commission. It will manage Management, Innovation              
Management, Internal, Technical and financial reporting.. Work Package Leaders: a WP leader work package and be                
responsible for coordination, execution and quality assurance.  
Risks and Mitigations: The project has significant risks, listed in Table 3.2b. The Consortium is prepared to resolve                  
conflicts, including ones due to external pressures, to compromise the ecosystem, through (a) negotiation or               
replacement of the participant on the basis of the Binding MOU Agreement; (b) preventive mitigation of potential                 
for malevolent use (§5.1). Contingency plans will be effectuated according to the decision structure outlined above,                
in an effort to keep the decision making level as close to the problem or conflict as possible. There are two kinds of                       
contingency plans: major changes may be imposed from above by the Participants’ Committee; and minor changes                
to the work plan may be proposed by Work Package Leaders and integrated into the work plan by the Committee,                    
according to the project’s change management strategy.  

3.5. Table 3.2a: List of milestones  
Milestone 
number 

Milestone name Related work 
package(s) 

Estimated date  Means of 
verification 

MS1 Specifications WP2 M6 Document 
MS2 Technical  WP3-4-5 M15 tests 
MS3 Socio-technical  WP3 M18 pilots 

3.6. Table 3.2b: Critical risks for implementation 
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Description of risk Work package(s) 
involved 

Proposed risk-mitigation measures 

Cost/effort higher than planned WP1 reduce features, drop voice 
Solution not as secure as expected WP4-5 reduce features, increase iterations 
Solution not perceived as secure as 

expected 
WP1 increase citizen or user-accountability measures 

Participant unwilling to be bound by 
Preliminary Paradigms MOU 

WP6 negotiate or replace Participant according to 
signed MOU  

A partner is leaving the project or is 
unable to perform assigned tasks 

ALL consortium has many other partners very 
interested in being substitutes 

New researches obsolete some ideas or 
findings of the project 

ALL monitor evolutions in relevant fields, to merge 
or exploit them 

3.7.3  Consortium as a whole  
The consortium consists of 2 academic, 1 non-profit research center and 3 industrial partners (one SME), located in                  
four EU-member states and one non-EU member state: Germany, Belgium, Netherlands, Italy, and Brazil. 
The participants have been selected according to their scientific excellence; very high expertise in technical or                
socio-technical systems for the highest trustworthiness in each area of the entire lifecycle of an end-2-end IT service                  
and device (standardization, HW and SW design, to fabrication oversight, organizational processes, cryptology, and              
more); a complementary coverage of all relevant areas. But the most crucial and difficult requirement has been the                  
capability and willingness to share, extensively co-edit, and formally acknowledge or sign the terms in Preliminary                
Paradigms. Any partial gaps in participants’ high levels of expertise will be covered by OMC interdisciplinary                
personnel and the highly-operational scientific and technical boards. Much interaction among participants will             
happen in WP1-3, which will set the guidelines for the more specialized work of other WPs. The Brazilian partner                   
Kryptus brings globally-unique expertise in open IP and secure general-purpose CPUs and ICs (Section 4.1.3) 

3.8.4  Resources to be committed  
Mainly man-hours, but there are substantial unavoidable costs for CivicFab, CivicDevices and CivicRoom/CivicLab. 
3.8.1. Table 3.4a: Summary of staff effort  

 WP1 WP2 WP3 WP4 WP5 WP6 Total Person/Months per Participant 
OMC  12 10 13 3 2 10 50 
SCY 1 1 2 0 40 3 47 
KRY 2 4 1 39 2 3 51 
KER 2 2 1 26 10 2 43 
LFO 2 2 43 0 0 5 52 
KUL 4 14 6 2 2 17 45 
DUT 6 1 1 1 45 4 58 
Totals 29 34 67 71 101 44  

3.8.2. Table 3.4b: ‘Other direct cost items (travel, equipment, other goods and         
services, large research infrastructure) 

KRY Cost (€) Justification 
 

Large research 
infrastructure 

€601,300 Costs of equipment and third party licenses for the development of all ICs             
needed for the prototype CivicDevices (Section 4.1.3.8 for details) 

 

LFO Cost (€) Justification 
Other Goods 
and Services 

€245,000 Costs for CivicFab: Lab rental 30,000 €; mockups 15,000 €; CivicFab oversight            
equip. & SW 150,000 €; Source material 50,000 € (Section 4.1.4.8) 

 

KUL Cost (€) Justification 
Other Goods 
and Services 

€160,000 Socio-technical IT privacy, business and dissemination consulting by GUF,         
Goethe University (Section 4.2.b) 

 

OMC Cost (€) Justification 
Travel €68,000 Travel of world-class scientific and technical boards, working through OMC 

Equipment €65,000 Equipment and lab rental for CivicRoom and CivicLab (Section 4.1.1.8) 
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SECTION 4: Members of the consortium  

4.1. Participants (applicants) 
1. (OMC) OPEN MEDIA CLUSTER (Italy). Project Coordinator. OMC is an emerging Rome-based 

research and innovation center focused on R&D, international standards and geo-located tech clusters in the 
area of leading-edge privacy- and security-enhancing technologies for the civilian and dual-use, for 
wide-market deployment, and next-generation open Web standards. 

2. (KUL) KU LEUVEN. (Belgium) Research group COSIC (Computer Security and Industrial Cryptography) 
of the Dept. of Electrical Engineering-ESAT ept. Led by Prof. Bart Preneel, the COSIC research group 
provides world-leading expertise in digital security and strives for innovative security solutions. Their 
research is applied in a broad range of application domains, such as electronic payments, communications, 
identity cards, e-voting, protection of e-documents, intelligent home appliances, telematics for the 
automobile industry and trusted systems.  

3. (KRY) KRYPTUS (Brazil) Kryptus is a Brazilian company with unique global capabilities in secure 
hardware design and system integration. It designed the 400,000 voting machines of Brazil, fighter to fighter 
communications systems, and the Hardware Security Module (HSM) of the core Root CA of the main 
Brazilian PKI. It developed the first secure general-purpose CPU microprocessor in the Southern 
Hemisphere, the SCuP, which uniquely provides open and verifiable designs and FLOSS microcode. Runs at 
100-300Mhz. It is at the core of CivicIT HW architecture.  

4. (LFO) LFOUNDRY (Italy) Lfoundry is a leading EU-located and EU-owned foundry with a 200mm plant, 
with over 1700 staff, 110nm-capable, and with capacity of 40,000 wafers per month. The only independent 
and economically-viable EU foundry with in the 60nm and 160nm capabilities, suitable for high-assurance 
low-performance general-purpose end-user computing. Historical expertise in high-assurance critical 
hardware components production. EAL5+ certification for smart cards production is in progress. 

5. (KER) KERNKONZEPT (Germany). Developers of leading high-assurance L4Re microkernel and 
runtime environments for critical application that is released under a Free/Open Source Software license and 
has been audited for over 8 years. 

6. (DUT) TU DELFT (Netherlands) Delft University of Technology (http://www.tudelft.nl/) is the oldest, 
largest and most comprehensive technical university in the Netherlands. With over 19,000 students and 
2,500 scientists (including 400 professors), it is an establishment of both national importance and significant 
international standing. The PDS group of TU Delft has a 15-year history in designing, implementing, 
deploying and analysing P2P systems. It has created the BitTorrent-based P2P client Tribler that has many 
added functionalities such as support for video on demand and live streaming, channels, information 
dissemination protocols, and a reputation system. 

7. (SCY) SCYTL Secure Electronic Voting S.A.  (Spain) Global leader in e-voting and high-assurance 
remote deliberations technologies. It is focused on providing electoral modernization solutions with the 
highest security levels in the market. Scytl cryptographic measures rely on more than 40 international 
patents which contribute to ensuring the privacy and integrity of sensitive electoral information.  

4.1.1 - (OMC) Open Media Cluster 
1. Short Description: OMC is an emerging Rome-based research and innovation center focused on R&D,              

international standards and geo-located tech clusters in the area of leading-edge privacy- and             
security-enhancing technologies for the civilian and dual-use, for wide-market deployment, and           
next-generation open Web standards. 

2. Role in the project: Analyze and develop the core paradigms through its world-class expertise in both                
high-assurance IT and relevant social and political science. It leads the Scientific management of the project. 

3. Relevant capabilities: Has long-time expertise in both high-assurance IT services in critical societal             
scenarios (e-participation) and in the design of highly accountable and democratic organizations and             
organizational constituent processes. 

4. Full Description: OMC was conceived and established in 2011 as core innovation engine of the Open                
Media Park, a 47,000 sq.mts. media/ICT technology Park, with construction in Rome, Italy, planned to start                
in late 2017. Has attracted over 13 world-class, leading educational, research and private-sector partners to               
co-invest or localize in such a tech park. Its media tech park activities have attracted a large consensus by                   
stakeholders, major Italian communication operators, politicians, environmental associations, both of the           
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technical and economic varieties, as shown by the participation in the Open Media Forum in June 2012. Its                  
activities over the last 2 years have revolved around the User Verified Social Telematics project through a                 
set of public and private funds grant proposals aimed at the development of a profitable ecosystem and an                  
international standards around the creation of the world’s most user-trustworthy, general-purpose computing            
service platform. In addition to a large number of UVST/TRUSTLESS partners, which agreed to participate               
in selected R&D proposals, a number of world-recognized scientists and technical experts in relevant areas               
have joined as advisors and/or consultants in its OMC UVST/TRUSTLESS Technical and Scientific Boards. 

5. List of people involved: 
a. UVST/TRUSTLESS Scientific Board: Provides scientific and technical guidance and participates in           

governance. It will be the seed of the future Certification Body. Each member will contribute at least                 
20 man-days and 3 in-person working meetings lasting 2 days. Its members are all low-intensity               
advisors or consultants (“natural persons working under a direct contract”) to OMC, and part of its                
UVST/TRUSTLESS Permanent Scientific Board. They have for the most part committed to            
performing their work for over 40% at project locations. 

i. Bart Preneel, PhD. World renowned cryptology expert and researcher. President          
(2008-2013) of the International Association for Cryptologic Research , which organizes          10

the leading EU crypto conference Eurocrypt. Project manager of the Network of Excellence             
ECRYPT II (Cryptology) (2008-2013), of ECRYPT-NET (2015-2019) and ECRYPT CSA          
(2015-2017). Member of the Advisory Board of multiple projects, companies and           
organizations. Winner of the 2014 RSA Security Award for Excellence in the Field of              
Mathematics. 

ii. Paolo Giorgini, PhD. Univ. Trento, world-renowned expert in socio-technical system trust.           
Co-author of Socio-technical Trust: An Architectural Approach (pdf) and the founder of the             
Socio-Technical Security (STS) methodology, a social and organizational approach to          
security engineering. STS extends and builds on his previous work on security requirements             
engineering that recently has been awarded as the ten years most influential paper             
(http://disi.unitn.it/~pgiorgio/papers/RE05-a.pdf). He is co-author of the forthcoming MIT        
Press book: Security Requirements Engineering--Designing Secure Socio-Technical       
systems.  

iii. Kai Rannenberg, Head of the Chair of Mobile Business and Multilateral Security. He holds              
the Deutsche Telekom Chair for Mobile Business & Multilateral Security. Member of the             
NIS Platform for Individual Rights AoI; Member of the Permanent Stakeholder Group of             
ENISA. Before that he was with the System Security Group at Microsoft Research             
Cambridge, UK focusing on “Personal Security Devices & Privacy Technologies“ 

iv. Jovan Golic, PhD. World-renowned cryptographer. He is currently the Privacy, Security and            
Trust Action Line Leader of one of 6 action lines of the 3BN€ EIT ICT Labs, set to bring                   
leading close-to-market innovations to market through 8 specialized territorial nodes          
throughout the EU. 

v. Roberto Gallo, PhD. Chief Scientist & Ceo at Kryptus. He developed: (i) the hardware              
security architecture of the Brazilian voting machines (T-DRE, Urna Eletrônica), with more            
than 400,000 devices manufactured, (ii) the development of the ASI-HSM, the HSM of the              
Brazilian PKI-root CA and the sole device with the highest Brazilian certification level             
(NSF2-NSH3, FIPS 140-2 Level 4 compatible), (iii) the first Secure Microprocessor of the             
Southern Hemisphere, the SCuP. 

vi. Mika Lauhde. VP, Government Relations and Business Development, SSH Communication          
Security. Leads for SSH its initiative for a secure mobile OS with Jolla OS . Member of                11

ENISA (European Network and Information Security Agency) PSG (2009 - ). Management            
Member of Leuven University European Crypto Task Force (2014-). EU ENISA - Europol             
working group (2014-) Member of Finnish Government Cyber Security working group           
(2013 - ). Member of EU Commission NIS (Network and Information Security) platform             
(2013 - ). Founding Member and Board Member of TDL (Trust In Digital Life) (2010 -                
2013). Part of the European Cyber Security Strategy plan 2013. Member of EU government              
security advisory board (RISEPTIS, reporting to then-Commissioner Reding), (2007-2009).  

10http://www.iacr.org/ 
11 http://www.computerworld.com.au/article/569307/finnish-companies-join-forces-build-secure-os-smartphones-tablets/ 
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vii. Rufo Guerreschi, Exec. Dir. of the Open Media Cluster. He is a long-time active promoter               
of world-wide democracy and civil freedoms through the use of ICT technologies. Has             
invented and promoted the components of the TRUSTLESS concept since the year 2000 in              
various capacities: (2000-2001) Was a full-time activist in the global democratization NGO            
World Citizen Foundation, participating in various conferences and wrote R&D grant           
proposals to enable global democratic constituent processes via ICT; (2002-2006) Led and            
invested over 800K€ of his own funds in ParTecs - Participatory Technologies to develop              
and commercialize in 3 continents Free/Open Source software for remote e-democracy for            
transnational political and social orgs; (2007-2011) Founded and led the Telematics           
Freedom Foundation, which continued PartTecs and started conceiving the concept of           
CivicRoom. A real-life-size “mock-up” prototype of the CivicRoom, with citizen witness           
based access process, were demonstrated in 2007 in Rome (2008-today); Has been CEO of              
Open Media Park and District project, a leading 150M€ 47,000sq.mts. media tech park for              
open Web and privacy IT in Rome. TRUSTLESS/UVST was conceived with OMC as a              
R&D project large enough to create a niche of global competitiveness to drive the industrial               
dynamics and financial feasibility of such a tech park; (2011-2015) Leads the Open Media              
Cluster, which he founded. 

viii. James S. Fishkin. He holds the Janet M. Peck Chair in International Communication at              
Stanford University where he is Professor of Communication, Professor of Political Science            
(by courtesy) and Director of the Center for Deliberative Democracy. His work focuses on              
deliberative democracy and democratic theory in books such as When the People Speak             
(2009), Deliberation Day (2004 with Bruce Ackerman) and Democracy and Deliberation           
(1991). He originated Deliberative Polling as a method of public consultation in 1988. He              
began to apply it in collaboration with Robert C. Luskin in 1994 and has since spread it,                 
various collaborators, to projects in 23 countries. For more on Deliberative Polling see             
cdd.stanford.edu. He has been a Guggenheim Fellow, a Fellow of the Center for Advanced              
Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford and a Fellow of the American Academy of               
Arts and Sciences. 

ix. Daniele Archibugi. Daniele Archibugi is a Research Director at the Italian National            
Research Council (CNR) in Rome, affiliated at the Institute on Population and Social Policy              
(IRPPS), and Professor of Innovation, Governance and Public Policy at the University of             
London, Birkbeck College, School of Business, Economics and Informatics. He is a world             
renowned expert in global governance and constituent processes towards accountable global           
institutions. He works on the economics and policy of innovation and technological change             
and on the political theory of international relations. He has graduated in Economics at the               
University of Rome “La Sapienza” with Federico Caffè and he taken his D.Phil. at the               
SPRU, University of Sussex working with Chris Freeman and Keith Pavitt. 

b. (UVST/TRUSTLESS Technical Board: Provides scientific and technical advisory in specific          
domains. Each will contribute at least 5 man-days. Its members are all low-intensity advisors or               
consultants (“natural persons working under a direct contract”) to OMC. They for the most part have                
committed to performing their work for over 40% at project locations. 

i. Jon Shamah. Principal Consultant at EJ Consultants and Chairman of EEMA. A recognised             
international digital Identity & Trust Subject Matter Expert, specialising in maximising the            
technology and operational value chain of very large scale Trust programmes. Former            
co-chair of ITU-T SG17 JCA IDM. 

ii. Christian Schunck, PhD. He obtained his Ph.D. from the Massachusetts Institute of            
Technology in 2008. Subsequently Dr. Schunck worked for The Boston Consulting GmbH            
in Munich, Germany as a consultant specializing in risk management. In 2011 he joined              
Fondazione Inuit focusing on research and development in the area of IT risk and security in                
particular identity management and the validation of distributed electronic transactions. Dr.           
Schunck published more than 30 papers which have received more than 4500 citations and              
coordinated the business and regulatory work package of the SSEDIC (Scoping the Single             
European Digital Identity Community) thematic network. 

iii. Stefano Zacchiroli. Associate Professor of Computer Science at University Paris Diderot,           
former 3 times Debian Project Leader (lastly in 2010-2013), Board Director at Open Source              
Initiative (OSI). Debian established the Debian Social Contract, a statute regulating the            
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Debian community that had a great role in making it to date the GNU Linux distribution of                 
reference in the GNU/Linux world. 

iv. Bobby Fishkin is founder of Reframe It, a technology based company in San Francisco              
specializing in deliberation, public consultation and annotation. Among other projects          
Bobby co-lead a consultation of the technology community via Reframe It in collaboration             
with TechCrunch, the Knight Foundation, Silicon Valley Community Foundation on          
immigration issues. Bobby has presented results from deliberations internationally,         
including at the Global Citizen Foundation in Geneva, at the European Association of Wind              
Energy Producers, at Tedx Hayward and the 4th Annual Summit on Public Consultation and              
Engagement in Toronto. He graduated from Yale in 2007 Magna Cum Laude in Philosophy. 

v. Pierluigi Paganini CISO at Bit4D leading Italian ID tech provider. Member of ENISA             
stakeholder Group. Editor at Securityaffairs.co, formerly with ST-Microelectronics. 

vi. Alice Siu is the Deputy Director of the Center for Deliberative Democracy at Stanford              
University. Alice received her PhD from the Department of Communication at Stanford            
University, with focus in political communication, deliberative democracy and public          
opinion. She received her BA degrees in Economics and Public Policy and MA degree in               
Political Science from Stanford University. Her research interests in deliberation include           
what happens inside deliberation, including examining the effects of socio-economic class           
in deliberation, the quality of deliberation, and the quality of arguments in deliberation.  

vii. Giovanni Franza, (Dipl.Ing.SUP) Long-time IT security hacker, activist and professional.          
Since 2011 Technical Director of the Open Media Cluster, and previously at Telematics             
Freedom Foundation. Giovanni Franza, after the first experiences in the field of SIGINT in              
the mid-70s, turned to informatics, dealing with network security, secure embedded           
systems, hardened operating systems on CD / CF, signal processing, combining various            
skills to build complex architectures on different civil projects. Long-time IT security            
hacker, activist and professional. Since 2011 Technical Director of the Open Media Cluster,             
and previously at Telematics Freedom Foundation. Has regularly contributed pro-bono          
many tens of hours to the development of the UVST project since its first inception in 2006. 

6. List of relevant publications: 
a. OMC has devoted over 800 hrs in evolving publicly since 2013 the User Verified Social Telematics                

(UVST) project website, which underlies TRUSTLESS. It includes today over 45 pages of technical,              
socio-technical and business analysis. 

b. From OMC’s blog: 
i. Cyber-libertarianism vs. Rousseau’s Social Contract in cyberspace 

ii. Technological Sovereignty needs new international cybersecurity standards 
iii. Privacy-enhancing hardware and the media problem 
iv. A case for a “Trustless Computing Group” 

c. Rufo Guerreschi’s proposal for democratic constituent processes leading to the creation of 
international constituent process was approved in 2007 by the general assembly of the World 
Federalist Movement, a leading and historical world democratization organization: How to initiate a 
World Constituent Assembly “within the UN”  but independent of UN Security Council veto 
holders’ undemocratic influence. 

7. List of relevant projects: 
a. In 2015, Together with EIT Digital, OMC has organized - with the participation of participants and                

board members, and world sector leaders (EDA, ECSEL, Bruce Schneier, Richard Stallman, EDPS,             
DG-Connect, etc.) - an event called Free and Safe in Cyberspace on Sept 24-25th 2015, to promote                 
the creation of new TRUSTLESS-like independent certification bodies. A similar Brazilian event is             
planned on Oct 16th 

b. In 2014, OMC promoted, with the extensive support by Richard Stallman, the inventor of Free               
Software, a multi-partisan legislative initiative in the Lazio Region of Italy produced in May 2014 a                
legislative proposal by the 2nd largest party, which provides a template for other regional and               
national legislations, including the exact text of our Paradigms at the time. 

c. From 2011 till 2014, OMC played a key role in the development of the Open Media Park and                  
District project, and managed a 150M€ 47,000 sq.mts. media tech park dedicated to open Web and                
privacy IT in Rome.  
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d. Before OMC was established in 2011, its Exec.Dir. Rufo Guerreschi had been working on              
components of the UVST/TRUSTLESS concept since the year 2000 for at least half of his working                
time, with constant advice from Giovanni Franza (since 2005), in various capacities:  

i. In 2000-2001, he was a full-time activist in the global democratization NGO World Citizen              
Foundation, participating to various conferences and writing R&D grant proposals to enable            
global democratic constituent processes via e-democracy and e-participation tools. 

ii. From 2002 to 2006, he led and invested over 800K€ of his own funds in ParTecs –                 
Participatory Technologies to develop and commercialize in 3 continents Free/Open Source           
software for remote e-democracy for transnational political and social orgs. He then founded             
and lead the Telematics Freedom Foundation (2007-2011), which continued PartTecs aims           
and started conceiving in detail the concept of the CivicRoom. A real-life-size prototype of              
the CivicRoom, with citizen witness based access process, were demonstrated in 2007 in             
Rome.  

iii. In 2007, the OMC Exec. Dir. co-wrote statutes and led the Participated Electoral List              
(www.listapartecipata.it) - the “continuous democracy” concept of Stefano Rodotà. It          
devised advanced organizational innovations and socio-technical provisions to guarantee a          
very-high level of transparency, resiliency and democratic efficiency in a temporary           
self-extinguishing organization aimed, through offline and online processes, at presenting an           
“electoral list” to local governmental elections. He was chosen as a candidate for that list, as                
President of the Province of Rome. 

8. (4.1.1.8) - Major infrastructure for the project:3 
the CivicRoom and CivicLab 

a. The CivicRoom. The CivicRoom is an essential infrastructure for the TRUSTLESS project:            
understanding its features and functioning is essential to motivate its costs. The CivicRoom is the               
hosting room that keeps copies of the latest software source code of devices, firmware and tools, as                 
well as hosting all privacy-sensitive, server-side data services, such as those including - whenever a               
provider chooses - the storage or manipulation in unencrypted form of a user’s personal data or                
encryption keys, for key recovery purposes or other service purposes. All CivicDevices will be              
assembled, verified, flashed, and transferred to their users in the CivicLab, a dedicated, custom-built,              
street-facing lab, which contains a server room, the CivicRoom, where all privacy-sensitive services,             
if offered, must be hosted on dedicated servers (the CivicServers). The CivicRoom will use extreme               
technical and socio-technical safeguards for hosting room access management, and deploy novel            
organizational procedures that leverage citizen-witness processes, such as those used at polling            
stations during governmental elections, to ensure that no undetected or unauthorized modification is             
applied to the data, source code or critical hardware inside the CivicRoom. The CivicLab is expected                
to be set-up in Rome, within a 5x7 m^2 facility, with a central positioning near very crowded roads. 

b. CivicRoom Setup: This task will define, set up and test, in a lab environment inside the CivicLab a                  
dedicated hosting (cage) room with a few mini racks for CivicServers that will be managed by                
CivicProvider staff. It will deploy a high-trustworthiness socio-technical setup of 24x7 cameras,            
keyloggers and other sensors, which will record, store and stream on the web any action performed                
in and around it. The space in the server room is such that it can accommodate up to 10 people                    
seated around a single keyboard and monitor, connected through secure KVM Switch to any server               
or other equipment hosted in the racks. There will be procurement and configuration of non-critical               
and critical device components including: off-the-shelf reliable switches, load balancers, sensing           
equipment.  

c. CivicRoom Typical Access Procedures. Whenever access is needed for hardware or software            
admin interventions or other authorized access, in compliance with Certification Body rules, 10             
randomly-selected Jurors will be contacted urgently via email, telephone and Text/SMS, and asked             
to come to the CivicRoom within 1.5 and 2 hours from the call. They will be appointed by asking,                   
every 3 months, 20 randomly selected users to perform a trimonthly “Witness duty”, as in the                
citizens' witness procedures in certain democratic oversight processes in voting booth procedures.            
When they accept, they will be given a token. Each arriving Witness will identify him/herself via                
paper ID cards and through his/her own CivicPod or through special numeric keys for the               
CivicLocks issued when (s)he volunteered. As soon as 5 of them have arrived, access to the                
CivicRoom will be allowed by the additional physical presence of 3 authorized systems             
administrators employed by the CivicProvider to manage the CivicRoom. 
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d. See T3.2 for details of the matching task. See the function of extreme safeguards to prevent                
malevolent use in the Section 5.1 Ethics. 

4.1.2 - (KUL) KU Leuven COSIC 
1. Short Description: Research group COSIC (Computer Security and Industrial Cryptography) of the Dept.             

of Electrical Engineering ESAT; led by Prof. Bart Preneel, President of the International Association for               
Cryptologic Research, arguably the foremost peer-recognized IT security expert in Europe. Provides            
world-leading expertise in digital security and strives for innovative security solutions in a broad range of                
application domains.  

2. Role in the project: KUL will have a crucial role in the project because of its world-class and wide-ranging                   
expertise and experience in the most advanced cryptologic and computer security issues, as well as in                
managing complex EU R&D projects. It will take care of the cryptologic infrastructure and approaches, of                
the project administrative management, and of the project dissemination to the academic public. 

3. Relevant capabilities: 
a. The team has a full range of Electronic Design Automation tools to design ASICs, FPGAs, and                

embedded micro-controller platforms. It also has a state of the art hardware security evaluation lab               
with several high-end oscilloscopes, probes, stepping tables and lasers.  

b. The group has extensive experience with testing, security evaluation, and usability tests in             
collaboration with other labs. 

4. Full Description: The COSIC research group (founded in 1979) provides broad expertise in digital security               
and strives for innovative security solutions. Our research is applied in a broad range of application domains,                 
such as electronic payments, cloud security, Internet of Things, identity cards, e-voting, medical device              
security and trusted systems. Our research focus lies in the design, evaluation and implementation of               
cryptographic algorithms and protocols, the development of security architectures for information and            
communication systems, the building of security mechanisms for embedded systems and the design and              
analysis of privacy preserving systems. The COSIC research group recognizes the importance of networking              
and cooperation. COSIC organizes weekly seminars, summer schools, workshops and international           
conferences. In the past COSIC has hosted big international conferences like EUROCRYPT, FSE, CHES              
and ESORICS. COSIC has participated in more than 40 European research projects through which it gained                
thorough experience in privacy-enhancing technologies, identity management, and design and analysis of            
cryptographic algorithms, protocols and architectures. In six of these EU projects COSIC acted as the               
coordinator. COSIC has been involved in nearly 60 national and regional research projects. COSIC also               
collaborates actively with industry and government for short- and medium-term contract research and             
consulting. COSIC is a member of the Security department of iMinds, an independent multi-disciplinary              
research institute founded by the Flemish government to stimulate ICT innovation in Flanders. COSIC is               
also active in LSEC (Leaders in Security), the Belgian Cyber Security Coalition and B-CENTRE. COSIC               
has currently 5 professors, 5 support staff, and more than 50 researchers. During the last 15 years, COSIC                  
has produced more than 1200 international reviewed publications in journals and at conferences, 13 edited               
books, 10 patents and has graduated 60 PhD students. 

5. List of involved people: 
a. Bart Preneel  (PhD KU Leuven, 1993) (cf. supra)  
b. Ingrid Verbauwhede (PhD KU Leuven, 1991) has more than 25 years of experience with embedded               

security. Her main expertise includes system and architecture design, embedded systems, ASIC and             
FPGA design and design methodologies. She has experience in interdisciplinary research linking            
design for security with novel technologies and circuits at one end, and investigating the              
requirements of novel cryptographic algorithms and software security requirements on secure           
hardware and HW/SW co-design. Her ability to cross the gap between algorithm and protocol              
development and actual implementation in hardware, software and embedded systems has been            
widely recognized. She is a fellow of IEEE and an elected member of the Royal Flemish Academy                 
of Belgium for Science and the Arts. She has lived and worked for more than 10 years in California                   
(Atmel, TCSI, professor at UCLA).  

c. Danny De Cock (PhD KU Leuven, 2011 has almost twenty years of experience in the design and                 
evaluation of identity management systems and their implementation; he has also worked on a broad               
range of applications including Internet of Things, smart card security, e-voting, and car-to-car             
communications. He has extensive experience in reviewing security critical specifications and           
implementations. 
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6. Relevant publications: 
a. C Diaz, S Seys, J Claessens, B Preneel, Towards measuring anonymity, Privacy Enhancing             

Technologies, 54-68, 2003 (more than 600 citations in Google Scholar). 
b. B. Gierlichs, L. Batina, P. Tuyls, B. Preneel, Mutual Information Analysis, CHES 2008. LNCS              

5154: 426-442. 
c. K. Sakiyama, L. Batina, B. Preneel, I. Verbauwhede, Multicore Curve-Based Cryptoprocessor with            

Reconfigurable Modular Arithmetic Logic Units over GF(2n), IEEE Trans. Computers 56(9):           
1269-1282 (2007) 

d. C. Troncoso, G. Danezis, E. Kosta, J. Balasch, B. Preneel, PriPAYD: Privacy-friendly            
pay-as-you-drive insurance, IEEE Transactions on Dependable and Secure Computing 8 (5),           
742-755, 2011. 

e. I. Verbauwhede, P Schaumont, H Kuo, Design and performance testing of a 2.29 GB/s Rijndael               
processor, IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits 38(3), 569-572. 

7. Relevant projects (a few of the most relevant EU projects are listed) 
a. ECRYPT, http://www.ecrypt.eu.org/ series of projects (Network of Excellence, Coordination         

Actions, Marie Curie-ITN) in the area of cryptology that bring together key players in Europe.  
b. HECTOR, Hardware Enabled CrypTo and Randomness 
c. HINT, development of a common framework for a system’s integrity checking based on Trusted              

Computing technologies. 
d. PUFFIN Physically unclonable functions found in standard PC components. 

8. Description of major infrastructure/equipment for the project: 
a. NA 

4.1.3 (KRY) KRYPTUS 
1. Short Description: Kryptus is a Brazilian company with unique global capabilities in secure hardware              

design and system integration. It designed the 400,000 voting machines of Brazil, fighter to fighter               
communications systems, and the Hardware Security Module (HSM) of the core Root CA of the main                
Brazilian PKI.  

2. Role in the project: Will customize its CPU microprocessor, the SCuP, and related SoC components, to                
create the design of the chips for the CivicDevices. 

3. Relevant capabilities: It developed the first secure general-purpose CPU microprocessor in the Southern             
Hemisphere, the SCuP, which uniquely provides open and verifiable designs and FLOSS microcode. Runs at               
100-300Mhz. It is at the core of CivicIT HW architecture. 

4. Full Description: Kryptus has 11 years expertise in the development of sensitive, dual-use and              
military-grade secure hardware/software platforms. Key company achievements include: (a) developed the           
first secure microprocessor of the Southern Hemisphere, the 100-300mhz SCuP, with microcode            
to-be-open-sourced for the project, (b) secure hardware architecture for the new Brazilian voting machine              
(more than 400000 devices produced), (c) fighter to fighter airborne data-link communications systems, and              
(d) the HSM (Host Security Module) for the Root CA of the Brazilian official PKI infrastructure. Dr.                 
Roberto Gallo, CEO and Chief Scientist, (Italian and Brazilian citizen) has been a main driver of the project                  
for the last 10 months. Dr. Gallo has more than 15 years’ experience with R&D in cryptography and                  
cyber-security with his main research focus, including his PhD on secure architecture. Currently, Dr. Gallo               
serves as the coordinator of cybernetics committee of the Brazilian Defense Industry Association –              
ABIMDE. 

5. List of involved people: 
a. Roberto Gallo, PhD (Unicamp), has been working in the Information Security Industry for more              

than 15 years focusing on secure system development, and consulting as a researcher and CEO at                
KRYPTUS. Some major accomplishments include: (i) the development of the hardware security            
architecture of the Brazilian voting machines (T-DRE, Urna Eletrônica), with more than 400,000             
devices manufactured, ii) the development of the ASI-HSM, the HSM of the Brazilian PKI-root CA               
and the sole device with the highest Brazilian certification level (NSF2-NSH3, FIPS 140-2 Level 4               
compatible), iii) the development of the first Secure Microprocessor of the Southern Hemisphere,             
the SCuP. 

b. Rafael Buck, MSc (Unicamp) since 2005 has acted as PMO and manager of research and innovation                
in Kryptus. Degree in Computer Engineering by UNICAMP and Master of Telecommunications and             
Telematics at the same institution. A certified PMP (Project Management Professional) and CSM             
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(Certified Scrum Master), he has experience in project management and in developing and executing              
research grants for major innovation support agencies (FINEP, FAPESP and CNPq). Successfully            
managed a $2 million research grant for the development of the SCup secure processor. 

c. Thiago Borges, MSc (Unicamp) computer engineer with master’s in computer architecture from            
Unicamp, acts as technical manager and specialist in software development, operating systems,            
embedded systems, and digital circuits. Has experience with architectural design for complex            
systems, systems engineering and engineering requirements. Currently he is the technical person            
responsible for execution of Link R2's infrastructure information security development, which           
consists of a safe tactical communication link for control stations and aircraft of the Brazilian Air                
Force. 

6. Relevant publications: 
a. Assurance Cases for SI Education – 2015 – WISE 9 (accepted) –Sponsored by Samsung, Intel,               

Kryptus, CAPES, CNPq, FAPESP 
b. Android Architectural Security – 2015 – Wisec 2015 (review) –Sponsored, joint research (via             

Unicamp): Samsung 
c. Tizen Security – 2015 – Wisec 2015 (review) –Sponsored, joint research (via Unicamp): Samsung 
d. Assurance Cases for Hardware Security – 2015 – ARES (published) –Sponsored, joint research (via              

Unicamp): Intel 
e. FORTUNA Security Framework – 2013 – JSS (published) 
f. Security of Keys on Personal Computers – 2013 – Ubisafe (published) 

7. Relevant projects: 
a. SCuP - Secure Cryptographic Microprocessor January 2009 – Present: SCuP is a general-purpose             

asymmetrical dual core processor with enhanced security mechanisms especially suited to critical            
applications. SCuP is developed by KRYPTUS, the leading Brazilian hardware security company in             
collaboration with the National Education and Research Network (RNP). 

b. ASI-HSM - Hardware Security Module May 2005 – Present. The ASI-HSM is world-class hardware              
security module whose development started with the RNP's ICP-EDU Working Group in 2005.             
Current ASI-HSM platform is fully certified under the ICP-Brasil (Brazilian Gov PKI) program and              
is result of a massive effort towards a Best in the Class Brazilian crypto platform. 

8. Section (4.1.3.8) Major infrastructure for the project: 
the CivicDevices CPU and Chips 

a. Why is the infrastructure needed? The development of a modified version of the SCuP CPU               
requires the purchase of developer licenses for the design and simulation of the SCuP CPU. There is                 
also a need for a license of the Leon 3 SPARCv8 CPU IP-core, since the free version of the IP-core                    
does not allow it to be manufactured using ASIC processes. For the Hardware Development Kits               
(HDKs), it will be necessary to have high-performance FPGA development boards, so that the entire               
SCuP CPU can be implemented inside a single FPGA. These are a sine-qua-non of the creation of a                  
new System-on-chip architecture that is the basis for the CivicIT hardware architecture.  

b. Costs breakdown of Infrastructure and related R&D work: 
i. SCuP CPU. Gaisler Leon3 license 30.000€ (License - 1 Leon 3/GRLIB license + One year               

support + 1 GRMON); Quartus II License 5,000 €; 
ii. SCuP Tapeout. SCuP prototype using eAsic structured ASIC 100,000 € ; 

iii. Hardware Development Kits (HDKs). Production of prototypes (FPGA) 41,000 € (HDK de            
FPGAs high performance - Dev Kit - Stratix V FPGA); Production of prototypes (FPGA)              
1,200 €(HDK de FPGAs high performance - License Model Sim - Complement to Dev Kit               
Stratix V to full simulation); Production of prototypes (FPGA) 27,000 € (License            
ModelSim); Production of prototypes (SCuP) 4,000€. (More detail in this Google Excel            
Sheet). 

c. Tech Architecture: 
i. CivicServer HDK (FPGA); (b) CPU: FPGA to instantiate SCuP Softcore; (c) LAN port;             

(d) VGA port; (e) USB host and device ports; (f) JTAG; (g) SDCard support; (h) Serial                
port. CivicPod HDK (FPGA): (a) CPU: FPGA to instantiate SCuP Softcore; (b) Bluetooth;             
(c) Wifi; (d) Micro-HDMI port; (e) Micro-USB port (power only); (f) Serial port; (g)              
SDCard support; (h) Battery connector; (i) Low-power LCD touch screen display; (j)            
JTAG. 
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ii. CivicDongle HDK (FPGA): (a) CPU: FPGA to instantiate SCuP Softcore; (b) JTAG; (c)             
Serial port; (d) CPU: off-the-shelf commercial mobile-phone SoC; (e) Wifi; (f) Bluetooth;            
(g)  HDMI out; (h) USB OTG port; (i)  SDCard support.  

iii. The CivicDongle HW Architecture: Composed of 2 HW-sets sandwiched together: (1)           
Secure HW-set: modifications from Server-SoC. Ports: no Lan --- (2) Unsecure HW-set: a             
low-end low-cost off-the-shelf commercial (unsecure) mobile-phone SoC, without baseband         
processor (Android, Firefox OS). Ports: Wifi; Bluetooth; HDMI out for 720p HD video;             
HD-capable video-decoder. It is capable of running an OS like FirefoxOS or Android, which              
is remotely-controlled by the CivicPod. The 2 HW-sets have no communications, except for             
cyphered traffic of the Secure HW-set that routes through the Unsecure HW-set to route              
in/out to the Net via Wifi. 

4.1.4 -  (LFO) Lfoundry 
1. Short Description: Leading EU-located and EU-owned foundry with a 200mm plant, with over 1700 staff,               

110nm-capable, and with capacity of 40,000 wafers per month. The only independent and             
economically-viable EU foundry with in the 60nm and 160nm capabilities, suitable for high-assurance             
low-performance general-purpose end-user computing. Historical expertise in high-assurance critical         
hardware components production. EAL5+ certification for smart cards production is in progress. 

2. Role in the project: They will design the CivicFab organizational process and related equipment and               
techniques. Through their EAL5+ expertise and supported by global leaders in highest-assurance systems             
they thoroughly will identify the weak points of fabrication process and devise proper oversight              
countermeasures. 

3. Relevant capabilities:  
a. With its 110nm capabilities, on a 200mm process, Lfoundry is the only foundry remaining in the EU                 

with: (a) capability of capabilities under 160nm and (b) is majority owned by Italian citizens               
(through a recent management buyout) instead of owned by a global corporation with large contracts               
with leading global military powers. Such 100nm capabilities are necessary to achieve acceptable             
end-user CPU/SoC performances 

b. It has a capacity of 40,000 wafers per month, which is acceptable for the initial post-project                
high-premium commercial roll-out of a few thousand CivicPod units. 

c. It is ISO/TS 16949 - ISO9001 (quality), ISO14001 (environment) and OHSAS 18001 (safety and              
health) certified. LFoundry has a dedicated team working mainly in R&D activities for the              
development of new processes and technologies related to CMOS devices. 

d. Supports a robust and growing IP portfolio including Flash, RF, HV, Opto, embedded memories as               
well as TS16949 automotive certification, ISO15408 smartcard certification and radiation-hardness          
capabilities for aerospace. 

e. Offers custom process technology flexibility, dedicated foundry capacity and services. Has proven            
reliability, dependability and flexibility. 

4. Full Description: LFoundry S.r.l. is a semiconductor company focused on providing access to the most               
advanced analogue manufacturing service with a capacity of more than 40,000 wafers per month, innovative               
technology extension, including volume 90nm and copper manufacturing, a strong emphasis on flexibility             
and customer partnership. LFoundry was established in April 1st, 2014. This company, previously known as               
Marsica Innovation & Technology Srl, is located in Avezzano (AQ), Italy, and comes from the acquisition                
of the fabrication plant by LFoundry group from Micron Technology Inc. LFoundry is a leading specialized                
foundry with advanced 200mm manufacturing providing special capabilities and know-how for: (a) CMOS             
Image Sensors by CIS optimized processes down to 90nm and Back Side Illumination technology; (b)               
Secure Microcontroller; (c) Smart Power; (d) CMOS integrated MEMS 

5. List of people involved: 
a. Fabrizio Marchili, Director of EHSS for Secure Processes. He is mainly responsible for the EAL5+               

certification of Lfoundry in process. Worked at Texas Instruments from 1995 to 1998 as Defect               
Reduction engineer. Micron Technology Italia S.r.l from 1998 to 2013 as Defect Reduction Manager              
first, Metrology Manager in 2002, Calibration Lab responsible in 2008, Production area responsible             
in 2009 and EHSS manager in 2012. He has a degree in Electronic Engineering. 

b. Gianluca Dionisi, SECURITY MANAGER. Since 2013 he has been taking the responsibility of             
Security Manager. Hired in Micron in 2000 as Operator in manufacturing area, he got the               
responsibility of lead operator and supervisor in clean room up to 2005; after that he got the role of                   
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area manager keeping the role till 2013. He moved finally in Environmental Health Safety and               
Security getting the current role.  

c. Tiziano Lanconelli, ICT SECURITY & GOVERNANCE MANAGER. Since 1992 he worked in            
Texas Instruments in the information technology team getting soon responsibility of probe/test            
software development. Later he carried out activities related to the Governance in the ICT              
department. In 2013, in LFoundry, he got the current responsibility. He has a degree in computing                
science. 

6. Relevant Publications: 
a. N/A 

7. Relevant projects:  
a. Lfoundry is in the process of acquiring certification for EAL5+ level of fabrication process              

assurance. 
b. Lfoundry is a the core foundry partner (pdf), together with ST Microelectronics, to the leading               

dual-use HW computing platform R&D project, the EDA SoC project. 

8. (4.1.4.8)  Description of major infrastructure/equipment for 
the project: the CivicFab 

a. CivicFab and assurance aims. Fabrication and design phases of all critical CivicIT hardware             
components will be subject to oversight processes, i.e.CivicFab. that aims to substantially exceed in              
end-user-trustworthiness those of even EAL7 and NSA Trusted Foundry Program, at substantially            
lower costs. CivicFab oversight will involve extreme safeguards, including on-site, offline oversight            
of 5 randomly-selected trained citizen-witnesses (or state official for public security agency            
deployments) similar to polling station processes in governmental elections.  

b. CivicFab setup and extreme oversight: This task will define and create a set of verification and                
oversight processes and equipment that will be applied to the production processes of the all critical                
production phases of hardware components involved in the TRUSTLESS service. These will be set              
up and tested first in a lab environment, and then during the production of 100 prototype                
CivicDevices in 200mm sub 115 nm EU foundry. In a large lab (possibly a movie studio), mockups                 
will be created of security-critical foundry facilities and equipment, and of a dedicated monitoring,              
room for remote real-time and non-real-time oversight. High-assurance COTS equipment will be            
procured, and hardware and software modifications will be evaluated. CivicFab processes will            
comply with EAL5+ Common Criteria, in processes of being supported by LFO, except when such               
compliance is expected to decrease overall user-trustworthiness or inefficiently divert resources           
from such goal. Procedures will notably rely on highly-resilient user- or citizen-witness            
socio-technical processes. During production-grade test, no physical changes to the clean room will             
be required, except for that needed for installation of sensing equipment (point-2-point wireless with              
batteries). Access of CivicFab staff will be severely limited to the degree necessary. KRY, OMC and                
others will assist LFO to customize the CivicFab service, to the foundry’s proprietary secure IC               
technology and processes specifications, called LF11A, and the specific functional and           
trustworthiness requirements of the KR-designed ICs to be produced, and assure highest-safety of             
computing designs transfers and handling.  12

c. The need and cost effectiveness of CivicFab processes. CivicFab processes are needed because of              
the grave and real risk that hardware or software vulnerabilities may be introduced by some entity                
during the manufacturing process, and inadequacy of current fabrication standards. Such           
introduction, if performed in critical fabrications phases, cannot be ascertained afterwards. “Trust            
cannot be added to integrated circuits after fabrication” said the US Defense Science Board already               
in 2005. At first, it would appear that building a chip manufacturing plant would be the best way to                   
provide the highest security of the chip manufacturing process. However, at a cost of 200M€, for                
very old technology, to 4bn€, for the latest, such costs are not only prohibitive but of very little use                   
since, even though such plant may be located in the same nation where the CivicIT service is                 
offered, the problem of verifying and overseeing the process persists almost completely. Therefore,             
even if there were a budget of over 100M€ available to ensure hardware security, the best way to                  
spend such budget would be in oversight procedures and techs rather than manufacturing.  

d. How it works. It will deploy many of the same general concepts as those reportedly applied by NSA                  
Trusted Access/Foundry Program today in cases in which the NSA requires the highest level of               

12 
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fabrication oversight assurance. The NSA reportedly chooses a foundry that fits the equipment and              
general oversight process specifications - located, if not in the US, in a country that overall provide                 
more assurance than others - which will agree to: (A) Make sure that the requested hardware is all                  
produced in one continuous batch in a short time span (a few days or weeks), as is typical anyway.                   
(B) Allow, for each batch, to setup and configure an extensive sensing, and monitoring              
infrastructure - often made by specialized proprietary companies - and allow about 4-6 competent,              
trained, redundant and trusted technicians, per shift, to verify thoroughly the entire process, 24/7 and               
on-site, from the monitoring room and inside the cleanroom. In addition to that, the CivicFab will:                
(A) Add at least 8 “user-witnesses”, made up of 4 randomly-sampled CivicIT users and 4               
user-elected CivicIT users, in a role of active oversight witnesses 24/7. They would be well paid to                 
take that time off, would be extensively trained and “self-trained” through open participatory             
processes; (B) Choose to produce critical ICs (such as CPU, SoC, memory, etc) at EU-based               
200-300mm EAL5+ foundries with older technologies, simpler processes, and less third-party IP            
obstacles than today's’ Asian mega-fabs, that allow the technicians and user-witnesses to publicly             
and completely document the process with videos, photos and more; (C) Equipment and sensors, to               
be applied to the chosen foundries, should as much as possible not require direct interventions or                
disruption of the foundry equipment and facilities, but just rely on setting up an additional overlay of                 
sensing equipment, and on getting copy of the existing quality control sensor feeds; (D) Other               
safeguards. This would also increase the “portability” of the CivicFab processes to other foundries,              
and in part the resiliency of the solution. Sensing and oversight equipment will as much as possible                 
be air-gapped, make use of high-assurance verifiable systems, and where possible based on CivicIT              
SW&HW. 

e. More details in Task T3.3 

4.1.5 - (KER) Kernkonzept  
1. Short Description: Developers of the world-leading Free/Open Source microkernel and runtime           

environment for high-assurance and critical IT applications, the L4Re. Deployed globally by major mobile              
Telco, and publicly audited for over 8 years. 

2. Role in the project: To harden and port to the SCuP SOC architecture their FLOSS micro-kernel L4Re, and                  
provide the basic components for the higher software stacks middleware/P2P (TUD) and application layer              
(SCY). 

3. Relevant capabilities: The group has designed and developed the L4Re Operating System, targeting             
security, real-time and virtualisation applications. L4Re is an open-source and component-based operating            
system architecture that allows one to flexibly build customized system solutions. 

4. Full Description: company is a spin-off of TU Dresden's operating system group by the core L4Re                
developers and researchers, making the microkernel-based multi-server system and experience available for            
industry-grade applications. TU Dresden’s operating systems group has a long track record of researching              
secure and real-time capable operating systems. Kernkonzept works with its partners and customers to adapt               
the system to industry needs and to future hardware evolutions, allowing for a broad application in industry                 
as well as research. 

5. List of people: 
○ Dr. Michael Hohmuth holds a Master's degree in computer science and a PhD from TU Dresden.                

He has extensive knowledge in operating systems and microkernel-based systems, security           
architectures and real-time systems. He started the L4Re microkernel, the first open-source and fully              
preemptible L4-based microkernel. After joining AMD's Operating System Research Center as a            
senior researcher, he joined Kernkonzept as CEO. 

○ Dr. Adam Lackorzynski holds a Master's degree in computer science and a PhD from TU Dresden.                
He has extensive knowledge in the field of microkernel-based systems, secure architecture design             
and real-time systems. He is the architect of several L4-based virtualisation solutions and             
multi-server infrastructure components. Moreover, he was in charge of several EU-funded projects            
at TU Dresden, including eMuCo and TECOM. 

6. Relevant publications: 
○ Hermann Härtig, Michael Hohmuth, Norman Feske, Christian Helmuth, Adam Lackorzynski, Frank           

Mehnert, and Michael Peter. “The Nizza Secure-System Architecture.” In: In IEEE CollaborateCom            
2005. IEEE Press, 2005. 
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○ Adam Lackorzyński, Alexander Warg, Marcus Völp, and Hermann Härtig. “Flattening hierarchical           
scheduling.” In: Proceedings of the tenth ACM international conference on Embedded software.            
EMSOFT ’12. Tampere, Finland: ACM, 2012, pp. 93–102. ISBN: 978-1-4503-1425-1. DOI:           
10.1145/2380356.2380376 

○ Dave Christie, Jae-Woong Chung, Stephan Diestelhorst, Michael Hohmuth, Martin Pohlack,          
Christof Fetzer, Martin Nowack, Torvald Riegel, Pascal Felber, Patrick Marlier, and Etienne            
Rivière. 2010. Evaluation of AMD's advanced synchronization facility within a complete         
transactional memory stack. In Proceedings of the 5th European conference on Computer systems             
(EuroSys '10). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 27-40. DOI=10.1145/1755913.1755918         
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1755913.1755918 

○ Adam Lackorzynski and Alexander Warg. “Taming subsystems: Capabilities as Universal Resource           
Access Control in L4.” In: Proceedings of the Second Workshop on Isolation and Integration in 
Embedded Systems, Eurosys affiliated workshop. IIES ’09. Nuremburg, Germany: ACM, Mar.           
2009, pp. 25–30. ISBN: 978-1-60558-464-5. DOI: http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1519130.1519135. 

7. Relevant projects: Kernkonzept staff members have been involved in the following previous EU-funded             
projects: 

○ VELOX: An Integrated Approach to Transactional Memory on Multi and Many-core Computers. It             
is an EU-funded research and development project. Its objective was to deliver the first integrated               
Transactional Memory (TM) Stack to serve as both proof-of-concept for the transactional memory             
paradigm and to serve as a platform for future development in the area of Transactional Memory. In                 
addition, the VELOX Project aimed to provide a set of long-term design guidelines for hardware and                
software systems to improve the efficiency of transactional-memory-based applications running on           
multi-core platforms. 

○ eMuCo: Embedded Multicore Computing. The aim of the ICT-eMuCo project was to develop a              
platform for future mobile devices based on multi-core architectures, comprising the relevant    
controller elements as well as the operating system and application layers.  

○ TECOM: Trusted Embedded COMputing. The project adopted a systematic approach to the            
development of trusted embedded systems, consisting of hardware platforms with integrated trust            
components. This includes Trusted Platform Modules, trusted operating systems with integrated 
virtualization features and a security software component stack.  

○ OpenTC: Open Trusted Computing was an EU-funded research and development project focusing            
on the development of trusted and secure computing systems based on open source software. The               
project targeted broad range of computing systems, including desktop and embedded and mobile             
systems. 

8. Description of major infrastructure/equipment for the project: 
○  NA 

4.1.6 - (DUT) Delft University of Technology - PDS group  
1. Short Description: Delft University of Technology (http://www.tudelft.nl/) is the oldest, largest and most             

comprehensive technical university in the Netherlands. With over 19,000 students and 2,500 scientists             
(including 400 professors), it is an establishment of both national importance and significant international              
standing. The PDS group of TU Delft has a 15-year history in designing, implementing, deploying and                
analysing P2P systems. It has created the BitTorrent-based P2P client Tribler that has many added               
functionalities such as support for video on demand and live streaming, channels, information dissemination              
protocols, and a reputation system. 

2. Role in the project: Develop the middleware/P2P layer of the CivicIT. This work will re-use some of the                  
work of Tribler, already installed by 1.700.000 unique individuals. Tribler represents the state-of-the-art in              
the field. The most recent improvement of Tribler is the addition of Tor-like privacy preservation, allowing                
users to distribute content with anonymity and decreased censorship. Tribler features include: backward             
compatibility with Bittorrent, HD video streaming, wiki-style moderation, voting on channels of torrents,             
and reputation system. Tribler shows us the real-world behavior of large-scale systems, critical feedback on               
the performance of novel algorithms, and vital information on actual user behavior and community              
dynamics. Tribler is not dependent and completely decoupled from unreliable servers such as DNS servers,               
web servers, swarm trackers and access portals. 

3. Relevant capabilities: They are leader for years in P2P middleware project based on Free Software aimed at                 
both multimedia and beyond-state-of-the-art metadata privacy. 
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4. Full Description: Delft University of Technology ranks 86th on the 2014 QS World University Rankings               
(16 on the sub list for Engineering and Technology, 79 on the sub list for Natural Sciences), and 42nd on the                     
2014 The World Reputation Rankings list. The Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and             
Computer Science has about 180 faculty members and 500 PhD students, and a strong MSc program with a                  
Software Technology and Data Science & Technology track. The research of the PDS group concentrates on                
the modeling, the design, the implementation, and the analysis of parallel and distributed systems and               
algorithms. Most of our research is experimental: we try to build prototypes of systems, preferably used in                 
the real world, to demonstrate the quality of the proposed solutions. 

5. List of people involved:  
a. Johan Pouwelse (male) is an associate professor at Delft University of Technology, specialized in              

Peer-to-Peer file sharing. He led the P2P research team of a dozen people which created the Tribler                 
P2P system. The Tribler group is the largest experimental research group in the field of P2P and                 
responsible for several world-first innovations. With over one million downloads Tribler serves as a              
living laboratory and proving ground for next-generation P2P technology. Dr. Pouwelse was the             
scientific director of P2P-Next and technical leader of QLectives, EU projects with a combined               
research budget of 26 million Euro. Previously Dr. Pouwelse delivered a statement for the FTC in                
Washington, was a visiting scientist at MIT, and spent several summers at Harvard to study               
mechanisms for cooperation. 

6. Relevant publications: 
a. The Tribler peer-to-peer system, which was developed in the Parallel and Distributed Systems             

Group over the period 2005-2015. Tribler adds many functionalities to swarm-based P2P systems 
such as distribution of video on demand and live streaming, decentralization, channels, Sybil attack              
resilience, a protocol for information dissemination, and a reputation system. It has been             
downloaded 1,700,000+ times. See www.tribler.org. 

b. J.A. Pouwelse, D.H.J. Epema, et al., “Tribler: A Social-based Peer-to-Peer System,” Concurrency            
and Computation: Practice and Experience, Vol. 20, pp. 127-138, 2008. 

c. R. Delaviz, N. Andrade, and J. Pouwelse, “Improving Accuracy and Coverage in an             
Internet-deployed Reputation Mechanism,” IEEE Conf. on P2P Computing, 2010. 

d. Nicolaas Zeilemaker, Mihai Capotă and Johan Pouwelse, “Open2Edit: a peer-to-peer platform for            
collaboration,” IFIP Networking Conference, 2013.  

e. D. Gkorou, J.A. Pouwelse, and D.H.J. Epema, “Trust-Based Collection of Information in            
Distributed Reputation Networks,” ACM Symp. on Applied Computing, 2015. 

7. Relevant projects:  
a. The I-SHARE Project (2004-2009) funded by the Dutch ministry of Economic Affairs, in which the               

original Tribler development was performed. 
b. The P2P-Fusion FP6 STREP Project (2006-2009) in which among other things the initial version of               

the BarterCast reputation system was developed. 
c. The P2P-NEXT FP7 IP Project (2008-2012) created a versatile P2P system for video distribution              

and user-generated content. TUD was the technical leader of this project. 
d. The QLectives FP7 FET Project (2009-2013) studied incentive mechanisms in self-organizing           

systems. TUD was the technical leader of this project. TUDelft will make available the six-cluster         
DAS4 system (in total 400 quad-core CPUs) distributed across universities in the Netherlands,             
which is purely meant for computer-science research, for emulations and testing of the software              
produced in the project. 

e. The PDS group of TUDelft has a 15-year history in designing, implementing, deploying and              
analysing P2P systems. It has created the BitTorrent-based P2P client Tribler that has many added               
functionalities such as support for video on demand and live streaming, channels, information             
dissemination protocols, and a reputation system. Tribler has been downloaded 1,700,000+ times,            
and we have monitored the operation of the system in order to improve it over the years. In this                   
project, TUDelft will design and implement mechanisms for the privacy enhancing overlay. It will              
develop the middleware layer for onion routing, accounting mechanisms, and peer interactions in             
general. Both the basic Tor wire protocol and hidden services specification will be implemented              
using clean-slate without using any central server, certificate authority, or other external trust source. 

8. Description of major infrastructure/equipment for the project: 
a. N/A. 
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4.1.7 - Scytl Secure Electronic Voting 
1. Short Description: Scytl is global leader in e-voting and high-assurance remote deliberations technologies.             

It is focused on providing electoral modernization solutions with the highest security levels in the market. 
2. Role in the project: Scytl will mainly coordinate the activities in WP5 High-level SW components. For that                 

Scytl will rely on its vast experience in secure Software Development Life Cycle and code optimization for                 
applications with critical security levels such as e-Voting. Scytl will lead the development of the Application                
Development Environment and the User Interface of the framework. Moreover Scytl will assist in the               
implementation of the Civic Devices applications and also in the design of the Civic Room. 

3. Relevant capabilities: Scytl is used to deliver complex ICT projects with tight and unmovable deadlines               
(i.e. Election dates are fixed). On top of its experience in Internet voting projects for government elections,                 
Scytl counts on a seasoned team of eDemocracy professionals. Scytl manages its projects following PMP               
principles and implements comprehensive Quality Assurance and Risk Management procedures. The           
company has almost 600 employees and it owns R&D facilities in Barcelona (Spain, Headquarters), Brasilia               
(Brazil), Toronto (Canada), Lima (Peru), Athens (Greece) and Tampa (United States). Moreover, Scytl also              
has a wide global network of Sales offices worldwide including Hong Kong, London, Paris, Miami, Dubai                
among many others. Additionally, currently Scytl operates its electoral projects from several private             
proprietary data centres. Scytl is also the biggest patent holder in the election industry with more than 40                  
international patents that protect its cryptographic protocol suite that is implemented in its Online Voting               
solution. Scytl is used to provide ICT solutions that protect the privacy of highly sensitive citizens’ data,                 
based on advanced protocols at application layer level. Therefore, Scytl possesses the necessary IT, staff and                
infrastructure resources that, along with its know-how and expertise, positions the company as an excellent               
industrial partner to bring forward the developments of Trustless. For that purpose, its international presence               
will allow the consortium to reach a maximum social and business impact. 

4. Full Description: Scytl Secure Electronic Voting S.A. (Scytl) is a worldwide leader in in-person electronic               
voting and remote deliberation. As a software company it is specialized in secure electoral modernization,               
electronic voting solutions and eDemocracy platforms. These solutions incorporate unique cryptographic           
protocols that enable to carry out all types of binding electronic voting processes or non-binding citizen                
participation initiatives in a completely secure and auditable manner. Scytl was formed as a spin-off from a                 
leading research group at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (Spain). This group has pioneered the               
research on e-voting security in Europe since 1994 and has produced significant scientific results. This               
research group also participated in the first Internet binding election in Europe (i.e., the 1997 election to the                  
Presidency of the IEEE IT Spanish chapter). Scytl is composed of about 600 professionals from more than                 
15 different nationalities, 95% of which have a Bachelor degree or higher. Scytl’s headquarters are located                
in Barcelona (Spain), with offices in the US, Canada, UK, Australia, India, Greece, Brazil, Peru, France,                
Australia and China. Scytl has successfully delivered its services in many projects worldwide, some of               
which represent breakthrough projects for the modernization of the electoral industry. Scytl currently             
provides a certified global solution and it is recognized as the worldwide leader in secure election                
management and electronic voting systems. Specializing in election support and modernization technologies,            
Scytl offers the first end-to-end election preparation, management and electronic voting platform in the              
market, providing the highest security and transparency standards currently available. Scytl has capitalized             
on its more than twenty years of research to develop election-specific cryptographic security technology              
protected by more than forty international patents and patent applications, making Scytl the largest patent               
portfolio holder in the industry and having in excess of 75% of the worldwide market in internet voting                  
systems. Numerous international standards bodies have audited Scytl systems garnering the company            
numerous awards as the leading authority in the development and application of advanced encryption              
technology for secure electoral systems. Scytl has customers both in the public and private sectors. The                
former are local, State (regional), and federal governments which licence Scytl’s eVoting products to              
securely carry out their elections, referenda, voter registration and other electoral modernization processes             
by electronic means. The latter are large corporations and organizations that choose Scytl’s technology to               
carry out electoral/consultation processes such as labour union elections or shareholders’ meetings. Some of              
these customers represent leading references in the electoral modernization field (e.g., governments in             
United States, United Kingdom, France, Australia, Austria, Switzerland, Spain, Finland, Norway, India,            
Philippines, Argentina, Mexico, among others).  

5. List of Involved People: 
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○ Jordi Puiggali (male), VP of Research & Development. Mr. Puiggali has headed Scytl’s Research &               
Development Department since the formation of the company. Mr. Puiggali has been instrumental in              
the development of Scytl’s technology and intellectual property, co-authoring numerous          
international patents on application-level cryptography and electoral security. Prior to joining Scytl,            
Mr. Puiggali was the Technical Director for PKI and security projects at the IT department of the                 
Autonomous University of Barcelona. Mr. Puiggali has also actively collaborated with the            
cryptographic research group of the Department of Computer Science at the Autonomous University             
of Barcelona where he co-directed research projects on PKI and applied cryptography. Mr. Puiggali              
has a bachelor degree in Computer Engineering from the Universitat Aut`onoma de Barcelona. 

○ Gerard Cervelló (male), Mr. Cervelló has more than 17 years of experience in different IT positions                
and has successfully managed large and complex projects for governments and multinational            
corporations all around the world. Eleven years of experience in electronic voting project             
management. He has managed multiple electronic voting projects, including several breakthrough           
initiatives worldwide for different governments. Mr. Cervelló has a proven record of successfully             
delivering high profile complex electoral projects involving IT within budget and on time, including              
large projects with budgets over 1 million USD. He also has strong commercial and strategic skills,                
being a motivator and results driven. Mr. Cervelló has a thorough knowledge of software              
development life-cycles, software engineering methodologies, quality assurance and processes,         
networking and security technology. He is Fluent in English, Spanish and Catalan, and has              
co-authored of more than 10 papers on e-democracy and e-voting and 3 patents. He holds a                
Telecommunication Engineering Degree for the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC).  

○ Onno van Dommelen (male), SVP of Product Development. Mr. van Dommelen joined Scytl as VP               
of Technology in February 2004. Mr. van Dommelen has over 16 years of experience in different                
senior IT positions for multinational corporations and governments in the United States, Europe and              
Central America. Prior to joining Scytl, Mr. van Dommelen was the IT Director of the Robotics                
Division of Mecalux. Mr. van Dommelen is an expert in software project management and has               
extensive knowledge ofˆA software development lifecycle methods, software engineering         
methodologies and processes, software architecture, and programming languages. Mr. van          
Dommelen has undergraduate studies in Software Engineering from the Dutch Open University and             
numerous post-graduate courses on quality assurance and software development processes. 

○ Alina Zugulova (female), Alina Zugulova is a project manager with 6 years of experience in               
software development, team management, functional analysis and presales activities. During all           
these years, she has worked closely with IT, Marketing and Sales teams in IT-related projects. She                
has a technological background in software development and mathematics that has allowed her to              
lead a number of electoral modernization projects worldwide. She is a seasoned IT project manager,               
collaborating with Scytl development team and internal and external customers and product            
management. She is fluent in English, Spanish and Russian. 

○ Gabriel Dos Santos (male) Mr. Dos Santos joined Scytl as Software Development Manager on              
March 2004, being responsible of the Scytl Online Voting solution, having participating in multiple              
e-voting projects. Currently he is the VP of Software Engineering, being responsible of the              
development of all the electoral solutions created in Scytl. He holds an MSc degree in computer                
science and has over 10 years of IT experience in software development positions in Spain and                
Argentina and participated in projects for Bank Boston, United Nations, Bank Sabadell, T-Systems             
and the Catalan government. Before joining Scytl, he worked as a group leader being responsible for                
low level design and implementation of the Certification Authority for Banc Sabadell PKI. 

○ Sergio Díaz (male) Sergio Díaz joined the Scytl Quality Assurance Department as a software quality               
assurance and test engineer in 2011 to work as a member of e-Participation and e-Voting team. He                 
has more than 9 years of experience in IT, and before joining Scytl he worked for the companies                  
Indra Espacio, T-Systems and AENA. Mr Díaz holds both a Degree in Telecommunications systems              
and Aeronautics for Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. He is fluent in English as well as being a                 
native Spanish and Catalan speaker. 

○ Marc Contijoch (male) Marc Contijoch joined Scytl in January 2009 as a Consultant. With 8 years                
of experience in project management and over 9 years of professional experience in the field of                
Information Technology, Mr. Contijoch has worked in international companies like Intel,           
Teleperformance and Orange. In Scytl, for more than four years, he has participated in a variety of                 
projects related to the electoral world, focusing on functional requirements elicitation and/or            
processes as well as elections, audit projects and/or software development and consulting. In these              
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projects, Marc has developed both roles: project manager and specialized consultant, dealing with             
the coordination of project tasks, managing project teams, the relationship with customers and             
subcontractors, reporting and documentation, evaluation of technical requirements, etc. Mr.          
Contijoch has good communication skills, experience in managing teams, conflict solving and            
expectations management. Mr. Contijoch is a Telecommunications Engineer by the Universitat           
Politècnica de Catalunya, and speaks English, Spanish and Catalan fluently. 

6. Relevant Publications: 
○ Jordi Puiggalí, E-democracy and e-voting: How to make them secure and transparent. Latin             

American and Caribbean Consortium of Engineering Institutes Conference (LACCEI 2013).          
Cancun, Mexico, August 2013. 

○ Jordi Puiggalí, Sandra Guasch. Cast-as-Intended Verification in Norway. Proceedings of the 5th            
Conference on Electronic Voting 2012 (EVOTE2012) P-167, LNI GI Series, Bonn, Germany, July             
2012. 

○ Jordi Cucurull, Albert Álvaro, Jordi Puiggalí. MyUniversity eParticipation and decision making for            
higher education. Electronic Government and Electronic Participation: Joint Proceedings of          
Ongoing Research of IFIP EGOV and ePart 2013, Lecture Notes in Informatics, Vol. P-221, pp.               
218-225 Köllen Verlag+Druck. Koblenz, Germany, September 16-19, 2013. 

○ Jordi Puiggalí. Bringing Transparency to Internet Voting. TEDxBARCELONA Science 2011.          
Barcelona, Spain. November, 2011. 

○ Sandra Guasch. Cryptographic protocols for providing transparency and auditability in remote           
electronic voting schemes. Spanish Cryptography Days (SCD 2011). Murcia, Spain. November           
2011. 

7. Relevant Projects: 
○ Intertrust – It was an FP7 project whose main objective was to develop a framework to support                 

trustworthy applications in heterogeneous networks and devices based on the enforcement of            
interoperable and changing security policies. This framework will allow developers, integrators and            
operators of systems to act during the development and operation phases to obtain systems with               
components that communicate and share data in a secure trusted manner dictated by negotiated              
security policies that we also refer to as dynamic security Service Level Agreements. 

○ STORK 2.0 - The main goal of the FP7 project Stork 2.0 was to contribute to the realization of a                    
single European electronic identification and authentication area. It attempted to do so by building              
on the results of the previous project STORK (Security Identity Across Borders Linked),             
establishing interoperability of different approaches at national and EU level, eID for persons, eID              
for legal entities and the facility to mandate. 

○ MyUniversity - MyUniversity was an eParticipation project that was run under the umbrella of the               
European Commission’s FP7 where the company contributed to the successful development of an             
eParticipation and eConsultation platform for involving students and university stakeholders in the            
decision-making process of the Bologna process. 

○ European Parliament Elections (May 2014): Scytl was awarded money to provide an Election Night              
Reporting system for the European Parliament Elections. Scytl leveraged there its innovative            
technology to improve the Election process and in this case it will set up a system for quick                  
publication of the Election results data. The platform was used in the EU elections with great                
success reaching 320 million hits in only 2 days. 

○ ECC-mobile: project funded by the Spanish government (Avanza programme) in 2012. The main             
objective of the project was the adaptation of an advanced cryptographic protocol based on elliptic               
curve cryptography for use in mobile devices. It included Javascript development for            
platform-independent solutions that will be very useful for this project. 

8. Description of major infrastructure/equipment for the project: 
○ N/A 

4.2. Third parties involved in the project  
(third party resources) 
4.2.a - Open Media Cluster  
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Does the participant plan to subcontract certain tasks (please note that core tasks             
of the project should not be subcontracted) 

Y/N 

OMC currently is lacking certain skills in regard to the setup of the CivicLab assembly facility and                 
processes, which are found in very few organizations in the Rome area. 

Does the participant envisage that part of its work is performed by linked third              
parties[1] 

Y/N 

non applicable 
  

Does the participant envisage the use of contributions in kind provided by third             
parties (Articles 11 and 12 of the General Model Grant Agreement) 

Y/N 

Subcontracting Role: Binario Etico will subcontracted for €25,000 from OMC technical consulting and             
activities to be performed in Rome, in regard to the setup of the CivicLab assembly facility and processes. 

● Description: Binario Etico (Italy, Rome) is an organization that offers advanced ICT services             
exclusively based on related to Free Software, enhancing privacy and preserving the environment             
(GreenIT). Binario Etico has been running a sizeable lab for the disassembly, verification and              
reassembly of PCs which are then refurbished to run on Free Software Operating Systems and               
applications. The competence of Binario Etico is on hardware and operating systems. The lab could               
be the ideal place to make installations and tests. 

● List of people involved : 
○ Domenico Davide Lamanna (male) received an MSc in Telecommunication Engineering, a           

Master in International Cooperation and Design for Development and a PhD in Computer             
Engineering all from SAPIENZA University of Rome. Former research assistant at           
University College London and in SAPIENZA University of Rome, he currently works on a              
number of EU funded projects. He has co-authored over 20 publications on national and              
international journals and conferences. His main interests lie in software engineering,           
distributed systems, free software and green technologies. In 2006, he founded Binario            
Etico, a cooperative company promoting Green IT and the re-use of obsolete hardware and              
is working on Cloud Computing, Open Source and Open Data, where he is currently the               
CEO. 

● Relevant publications: 
○ D. Davide Lamanna, Giorgia Lodi, Roberto Baldoni: How Not to Be Seen in the Cloud: A                

Progressive Privacy Solution for Desktop-as-a-Service. OTM Conferences (2) 2012:         
492-510  

○ D. Davide Lamanna, Flavio Bertini, Giorgia Lodi, Roberto Baldoni. How to act without             
being observed: Progressive privacy architecture in desktop-as-a-service" International        
Journal of  Computer Systems  Science & Engineering (2013) 1: 33–45 

● Relevant projects: 
○ Virtual Distro Dispatcher. Virtual Distro Dispatcher (VDD) is a Desktop-as-a-Service          

(DaaS) solution whose aim is to project virtual, fully operational and multiple operating             
system instances on terminals in a network. Client terminals can be obsolete PCs or energy               
saving thin clients (such as mini-ITX) managed by a powerful, multiprocessor (and possibly             
clustered) central system.The right to act without observation is very important in            
Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) environments. When somebody stores personal information on         
her account at a DaaS like VDD, her data should remain safe and nobody but the owner                 
should be able to read them. It would be also be desirable to make a whole list of operations                   
performed by a user on her account obscure or meaningless for the system administrator.              
VDD project tackles these problems using Progressive Privacy, i.e. a privacy preserving            
model which can be configurable (possibly on-demand) by a user not only quantitatively but              
also qualitatively, i.e., the user is allowed to discriminate what type of information must be               
preserved and to what extent, according to her desired profiles of privacy. To this end, a                
lightweight client-side proxy named Hedge Proxy has been designed such that           
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non-intelligible user contents and non-traceable user actions are guaranteed by enabling           
Homomorphic Encryption, Oblivious Transfer and Query Obfuscation schemes in the proxy.  

 

4.2.b - KUL - KU Leuven 
 

Does the participant plan to subcontract certain tasks (please note that core tasks             
of the project should not be subcontracted) 

Y/N 

KUL is lacking certain advanced skills in dissemination, business and socio-technical analysis,            
which are available at a high level in the subcontractor Goethe University Frankfurt (“GUF”). 

Does the participant envisage that part of its work is performed by linked third              
parties[1] 

Y/N 

non applicable 
  

Does the participant envisage the use of contributions in kind provided by third             
parties (Articles 11 and 12 of the General Model Grant Agreement) 

Y/N 

Contribution: GUF will be a core subcontractor for €160.000 to KUL and provide a wide range of                 
consulting services pertaining mainly to socio-technical analysis and dissemination, but it will also             
contribute to privacy requirements identification, analysis and evaluation ensuring that in all phases of              
the USVT project a privacy by design approach is used; in particular GUF will contribute with the                 
evaluation and testing of the USVT pilots. GUF will also participate in the planning of revolutionary                
socio-technical systems and trustless organizational processes that will ensure an extremely high level of              
end-user trustworthiness and end-user perceived trust.  

● Description: Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main - Chair of Mobile Business            
and Multilateral Security. (Germany) As part of the Institute of Business Informatics and led by Prof. Kai                 
Rannenberg, it enjoys the endowment sponsorship by Deutsche Telekom (the leading German            
telecommunications provider). The chair focuses its research on innovative mobile networks and their             
applications, as well as on related issues of privacy and security. The Chair of Mobile Business and                 
Multilateral Security is part of the Institute of Business Informatics of the Goethe University Frankfurt am                
Main (GUF). Enjoying endowment sponsorship by Deutsche Telekom (the leading German           
telecommunications provider) the chair focuses its research on innovative mobile networks and their             
applications, as well as on related issues of privacy and security. Its mission is to find business models and                   
technologies enabling the secure and privacy enabled use of mobile devices and mobile communication for               
applications and businesses. The Chair of Mobile Business and Multilateral Security coordinated the             
Network of Excellence (NoE) Future of Identity in the Information Society (FIDIS), led the Work Package                
“Evaluation” in the Project PRIME and the Activity “Infrastructure” in the Project PrimeLife. Moreover the               
Chair coordinated the Project “Privacy in Community Services” (PICOS) and is currently coordinating the              
project “Attribute based Credentials for Trust” (ABC4Trust) and leading the Work package            
“Infrastructure”.  
● List of involved people: 

○ Prof. Dr. Kai Rannenberg (Male) is the Head of the Chair of Mobile Business and               
Multilateral Security. He holds the Deutsche Telekom Chair for Mobile Business &            
Multilateral Security. Before that he was with the System Security Group at Microsoft             
Research Cambridge, UK focusing on ”Personal Security Devices & Privacy          
Technologies“. Since 1991 Dr. Rannenberg has been active in the ISO/IEC standardization            
of IT Security and Criteria (JTC 1/SC 27/WG 3 “Security evaluation criteria”). Since March              
2007 he has been Convenor of the SC 27/WG 5 “Identity management and privacy              
technologies”. Since September 2009 Dr. Rannenberg has been an IFIP Councillor. From            
May 2007 till July 2013 he chaired IFIP TC-11 “Security and Privacy Protection in              
Information Processing Systems”, after having been its Vice-Chair since 2001. Dr.           
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Rannenberg is active in the Council of European Professional Informatics Societies           
(CEPIS), having chaired its Legal & Security Issues Special Interest Network (CEPIS LSI)             
since 2003. From July 2004 till June 2013 he served as the academic expert in the                
Management Board of the European Network and Information Security Agency, ENISA, and            
is now contributing to ENISA’s Public Stakeholder Group. His awards include the IFIP             
Silver Core, the Alcatel SEL Foundation Dissertation Award and the Friedrich-August-von-           
Hayek-Preis of Freiburg University and Deutsche Bank.  

○ Dr. Jetzabel Serna (Female) is an Assistant Professor at the Chair of Mobile Business and               
Multilateral Security. She obtained her Bachelor’s degree in Computer Systems Engineering           
from the “Instituto Tecnológico de Tijuana” (Tijuana, Mexico) in 2001, and her M.Sc. in              
Computer Science and Communications Engineering from the “Gerhard Mercator         
Universität” (Duisburg, Germany) in 2006. She holds a PhD from the “Universitat            
Politécnica de Catalunya, BarcelonaTech” (Barcelona, Spain), and has more than 10 years            
of experience in ITsecurity, working at both national and international levels. She has             
collaborated in numerous Spanish and EU-funded research projects, mainly focused on           
Security, e-Banking Authentication, Identity Management and Identity Federation (e.g.         
eIDAS, TAPIS, Ciudad2020, Seguridad2020, FIDELITY, GILDDA, Coim-best, TSC,        
INTEGRA, etc.). Currently, she works as a senior research scientist and assistant professor             
at the Chair of Mobile Business & Multilateral Security at the Johann Wolfgang Goethe              
University in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Her research interests include cybersecurity,           
mobile security, privacy and trust in distributed systems, mobile authentication, identity           
federation and identity management. 

○ Dr. Markus Tschersich (Male) is a Postdoctoral Researcher the Chair of Mobile Business             
and Multilateral Security. He holds a PhD degree from the Goethe University Frankfurt and              
a diploma in Business Informatics (Dipl.-Wirt.-Inf.) from University of Duisburg-Essen.          
From 2008 to 2014, he worked as research and teaching assistant at the Chair of Mobile                
Business & Multilateral Security at Goethe University Frankfurt. From 2008 till 2010 he             
coordinated the FP7 project PICOS and was involved the development of the architecture,             
the field trials and the assurance of PICOS project. Starting 2010 he has been involved in                
the coordination of the FP7 project ABC4Trust. In his PhD research he focused on the               
influence of Privacy by Default regulation on the sharing behavior of users on social              
network sites. 

● Relevant publications: 
○ Bal, G., Rannenberg, K., and Hong, J. “Styx: Design and Evaluation of a New Privacy Risk                

Communication Method for Smartphones,” in 29th IFIP TC 11 International Conference,           
SEC 2014, Marrakech, Morocco, June 2-4, 2014. Proceedings, N. Cuppens-Boulahia, F.           
Cuppens, S. Jajodia, A. A. El Kalam, and T. Sans (eds.),vpp. 113–126.  

○ J. Aguila, J. Serna-Olvera, M. Medina, A. Sfakianakis and L.A. Fernández, "A professional             
view on eBanking Authentication: Challenges and Recommendations". Information        
Assurance and Security (IAS) 2013; December 4, 2013. 

○ Sabouri, A.; Krontiris, I; Rannenberg, K, "Attribute-based Credentials for Trust          
(ABC4Trust)", in the 9th International Conference on Trust, Privacy & Security in Digital             
Business, Vienna, Austria, September 2012. 

○ Tschersich, M.; Kahl, C.; Heim, S.; Crane, S.; Böttcher, K.; Krontiris, I.; Rannenberg, K.              
"Towards Privacy-enhanced Mobile Communities - Architecture", Concepts and User         
Trials. In: Journal of Systems and Software, Special Issue: Mobile Applications           
(JSS-D-11-00155R1). Elsevier, 2011. 

○ Kai Rannenberg: "Multilateral Security – A concept and examples for balanced security";            
Pp. 151-162 in: Proceedings of the 9th ACM New Security Paradigms Workshop 2000,             
September 19- 21, 2000 Cork, Ireland; ACM Press; ISBN 1-58113-260-3 

● Relevant projects:  
○ ABC4Trust: Attribute-based Credentials for Trust. ABC4Trust is an EU-funded research and           

development project focusing on the advancement of the federation and interchangeability of            
technologies supporting trustworthy and at the same time privacy-preserving         
Attribute-based Credentials (Privacy-ABCs). GUF plays a major role in managing and           
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coordinating the project as well as participating in work packages such as designing the              
architecture. 

○ PrimeLife: Privacy and Identity Management in Europe for Life. The advancement of            
collaborativeness of the Internet raises privacy issues. The substantial new privacy           
challenges are 1) how to protect privacy in emerging Internet applications such as             
collaborative scenarios and virtual communities. 2) How to maintain life-long privacy.           
PrimeLife resolved the core privacy and trust issues pertaining to these challenges. GUF             
made major contribution in terms of the economic aspects of privacy-enhancing           
technologies. 

○ PICOS: Privacy and Identity Management for Community Services. The objective of PICOS            
was to advance the state of the art in technologies that provide privacy-enhanced identity              
and trust management features within complex community-supporting services that are built           
on Next Generation Networks and delivered by multiple communication service providers.           
The approach taken by the project is to research, develop, build trial and evaluate an open,                
privacy-respecting, trust-enabling identity management platform that supports the provision         
of community services by mobile communication service providers. GUF coordinated the           
project successfully. 

○ FIDIS: Future of Identity in the Information Society- FIDIS objectives are shaping the             
requirements for the future management of identity in the European Information Society and             
contributing to the technologies and infrastructures needed. GUF took the project           
management and coordination leadership to accomplish the project. 

○ PRIME: Privacy and Identity Management for Europe. PRIME focused on solutions for            
privacy-enhancing identity management that support end-users' sovereignty over their         
private sphere and enterprises' privacy-compliant data processing.  
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Section 5: Ethics and Security 
5.1 Ethics 
The computing technologies, systems and services resulting from the project will overall substantially increase the               
physical and digital security and safety of its users and all citizens because: (a) its short-term target users - ranging                    
from ordinary citizens, to elected officials, to heads of major companies, as well as critical physical infrastructure -                  
will be able to meaningfully protect from grave confidentiality or disruptive attacks, including from terrorists, with                
the potential of large damage, economic and in human lives; (b) it is highly unlikely that the public availability of                    
TRUSTLESS services and technology designs would at all or significantly aid criminals in planning and executing                
grave crimes, including terrorism. 
A new model for the substantial increase in the accountability, effectiveness and resiliency of critical organizations,                
when applied to critical public institutions and agencies, would in turn produce safety, civil right and wellbeing for                  
the overwhelming majority of citizens. 

5.1.1 An irreconcilable clash of e-privacy vs. public safety? 
The prospects of maintaining a functioning democracy and promoting a sustainable European ICT security industry               
seem increasingly tied to an apparently unsolvable epic clash: the need for personal privacy and security -                 
demanding the general availability of devices that allow for radically and provenly-safer computing - clashes with                
the need for public safety - through the legitimate need to preserve/restore traditional court-mandated intercept and                
search capabilities. The practice of more or less constitutionally surveilling millions of non-suspects, justified by               
crime prevention, is a controversial solution. Nonetheless, there are clearly interdependent end-user values and              
constitutional rights involved. In fact, on the one hand, individuals, businesses and elected officials have a right to,                  
and strong demand for, constitutionally-meaningful levels of privacy, integrity and authenticity in cyberspace. States,              
on the other hand, have a right and obligation to preserve/restore in cyberspace their traditional criminal                
investigation capabilities, towards persons suspected of ordinary or national security crimes. It seems that there can                
neither be safety without privacy, nor privacy without safety. 
The need to explore such additional safeguards arises also from the fact that it appears that citizens seem to demand                     

meaningful privacy, but also seem very concerned to preserve effective criminal investigation in cyberspace. On the                
one hand, a majority of citizens are very concerned with the lack of privacy, and a third of them (in EU) do not own                        
a mobile phone with privacy as the primary reason. On the other hand, 60% of US persons under 30 years of age still                       
support the NSA . It recurrently appears that major terrorist attacks with tens or hundreds of deaths, even not                  13

directly tied to the use of strong high-assurance ICT, may be sufficient for a majority of citizens to further legitimize                    
total surveillance or criminalization of the use of consistent cryptography. 

5.1.2 - Potential for malevolent use and terrorist threats  
Although we have devised extreme mitigations and countermeasures (see below), it is important to set the right scale                  
to the risk of attacks by terrorists and their abuse of secure IT. It is highly unlikely that the wide availability of                      
TRUSTLESS devices - even without embedded, server-side, lawful access procedures - would significantly aid              
terrorists in planning and executing grave crimes, because:  

A. Since the 9/11 terrorist attack, an average of 24 people per year in the US have died of terrorist attacks, i.e.                     
fewer than from “falling TVs” or mosquito bites ; similar numbers can be expected in EU nations.  14

B. There is very little public evidence that high-assurance IT devices - as opposed to public social networks and                  
non-digital operational security - have provided aid to such criminals.  

C. There is clear evidence and wide expert consensus that virtually all publicly available Internet-connected              
devices are remotely and continuously exploitable - beyond point of encryption - by the world’s top state                 
security agencies, and on therefore to the nations sponsoring them, and therefore the “going dark” problem is                 
mostly posturing to achieve even more powers and to better preserve the current ones. 

Nonetheless, we believe that the current capability of the EU and allied states to undetectably and remotely                  
intercept all communications of suspects globally is a huge instrument of civilian and military intelligence in                
preventing the many thousands of very well funded and highly radicalized individuals, groups and states from                
committing great crimes, ranging from killing large numbers of civilians to hiding the creation of weapons of mass                  
destruction. Lack of public evidence of such fact from the state security agencies is coherent with the historical fact                   

13 http://www.people-press.org/2015/01/22/most-view-the-cdc-favorably-vas-image-slips/ 
14http://www.allgov.com/news/top-stories/more-americans-killed-by-bees-and-wasps-or-falling-televisions-than-by-t
errorists?news=844603 
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that such agencies cannot disclose their capabilities and successes to protect their future ability to acquire valuable                 
information to prevent grave crimes. 

But the introduction of meaningfully user-trustworthy computing, like TRUSTLESS, albeit legal in several EU               
countries, could potentially limit such crucial law enforcement and state intelligence capabilities. Currently,             
according to legislation in most EU Member States, there is no “formal” limit to the trustworthiness level of an IT                    
system or device not for export, and it may in fact be legally used by anyone in the country, without the possibility of                       
performing any intercept, search or seizure order, unless the person and device can be apprehended and forced to                  
comply with the mandatory key disclosure laws current in most countries. 

5.1.3 - Mitigation measure against potential for malevolent use 
5.1.3.a Mitigation at the fabrication level.  

The public availability of all critical SW & HW source designs could potentially enable malevolent users to fabricate                  
their own CivicDevices for malevolent use. Such a threat can be reduced to a very large extent, or nearly eliminated,                    
by the current inability of malevolent states or groups to fully and meaningfully control a suitable semiconductor                 
foundry. In the rare case in which they might attempt to enter into agreements with suitable foundries, state                  
intelligence work can easily make sure to either prevent it or, better yet, insert vulnerabilities in their fabrication                  
processes to acquire in the future extremely valuable intelligence. A foundry is a very complex operation with over                  
1000 staff and typically 800 or more discrete fabrication processes, including dozens of critical ones where an                 
critical error or malicious alteration modification, can not be detected afterwards. “Trust cannot be added to                
integrated circuits after fabrication” said the US Defense Science Board already in 2005.  

5.1.3.b Mitigation at the service level 
We acknowledge the interdependency of the constitutional rights of personal privacy and the constitutional              
obligation of the state to ensure citizens’ safety; the need to prevent any abuse of CivicIT or TRUSTLESS services                   
from inadvertently facilitating serious crimes; and the need to remain legally sustainable in the countries where it is                  
offered, even through a major public safety crisis which could allegedly be facilitated by ultra-private devices.  
While acknowledging the high risk of infeasibility - in attempting to realize such kind of infrastructure without                  

producing unacceptable risks to the civil right of a large number of citizens - the project will support and test in the                      
Pilot a version of the CivicIT solution in which a Provider that may decide to offer a service, with full transparency                     
to users at sign up, in which it offers to comply with judicial and/or public security, legal, due- process requests. 

According to the Binding MOU Agreement approved by all participants, all Providers certified by the resulting                 
Certification Body must offer voluntary - i.e. in addition of what is required by law - availability to lawful access                    
requests. These requests will be evaluated by provider-managed citizen-witness process that will be overseen by an                
independent certification body, Certification Body, so as to guarantee the rights of users and the legit needs of the                   
public security agency. To guarantee the end user civil rights this mandates apply: “the Provider and the hosting                  
facility are located in nations where mandatory key disclosure - and other relevant legislation or known practices -                  
do NOT make it illegal with significant consequences to withhold access to court-warrant-based or              
state-security-based government requests on the basis of objecting to its legality or constitutionality”. 

Governmental entities provisioning to staff or other public agencies would be exempted by the quoted requirement.                 
Furthermore, CivicDevices will contain an hardware anti-tampering features that will impede re-use if they are lost.  

CivicRoom Extreme Socio-digital Safeguards: The fairness of such access to both investigation needs and               
personal privacy will be guaranteed by extensive safeguard provisions of the CivicRoom, especially on the intrinsic                
necessity of having 5 randomly selected citizens present and consenting in order to physically access the CivicRoom.  
For example, the Brazilian state IT agency SERPRO has internal regulations that socio-technically intrinsically              15

require that 4 state officials of different public agencies need to be physically present at a specific hosting room and                    
consent in order to allow the unencrypted access to the emails of a state employee following a court order. 

CivicIT providers, in their management of critical server-side resources through the CivicRoom, will transparently               
offer access to civilian court-warrant-based and/or state-security-based cyber-investigations under selected          
conditions and national legislative contexts, and on the strict condition that they are intrinsically unscalable and do                 
not significantly affect users’ privacy or security assurance. In such a CivicIT service mode, CivicPods should be                 
able to send back to the CivicRoom as well as temporary time-based encryption keys, as well as the (encrypted)                   
actual true parties and timings of each IP session that go through the onion routing network. In this way relevant info                     
will be available in the server room that will enable intercept limited in scope and time, as per legal due-process                    
requests. 

15 https://www.serpro.gov.br/noticias/serpro-declara-que-nao-existe-backdoor-no-expresso 
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More in detail, moderate resources will be devoted to develop even more extreme safeguards than what is provided                   
in the Paradigms, and exemplificatory specification of the CivicRoom (§4.1.1.8), to explore ways to verify the                
feasibility of deployments that - in addition to improving the trustworthiness of privacy-sensitive server-side data               
services - enables the Provider to voluntarily offer procedures able to assess the legality and constitutionality of state                  
access request. Examples of such additional CivicRoom safeguards to be explored are, designed to guarantee both                
the confidentiality of the user and the investigative needs of the public security agency:  

1. Shall be subject to provider-managed extremely high-assurance, public and transparent hosting room access             
management procedures, which are standardized and certified by an international, independent body            
accountable only to citizens, the Certification Body. 

2. Remote admin access shall be disabled, and physical access by anyone will be conditional on the physical                 
presence and approval of at least 5 randomly-selected citizen-witness, in addition to 2 system administrators,               
through dedicated keypad locks (CivicLocks). Citizen-witnesses are entitled to record anything and ask for a               
dump of all code before and after the monitoring exercise. Shall deploy only TRUSTLESS compliant               
servers. 

3. Secret sharing cryptographic techniques, threshold cryptography, or other similar advanced but time-tested            
protocols shall be used –– in addition to such offline authorization procedures – to enable 10 or more                  
citizen-witnesses participating via video stream to also approve; therefore adding an additional redundant             
layer of security. 

4. An audit in one or more complete replicas shall be enabled, including CivicRoom and end-points, for                
verification by anyone who might want to substantiate even a low to moderate capacity to do so. 

5. Shall be offered only after the service has been used successfully and without breach for 6 months, in pilot                   
deployments, with real data, that involve highly-sensitive communications by state employees and officials.             
Such pilots will be designed in such a way that, on the one hand, communications will not be subject to any                     
undetected, illegal espionage or blackmail by even low- or mid-level threat actors, while on the other, they                 
will be interceptable when mandated by a court warrant. 

6. Shall enable the CivicRoom citizen-witnesses to launch a “Scorched earth procedure” with plausible             
deniability, which will allow a qualified majority of such citizen-witnesses – in cases of extreme abuse                
attempts – to physically burn all sensitive data in the hosting room, and trigger a system update to all                   
CivicDevices to turn them in P2P devices, which would transfer hosting-room services to TRUSTLESS              
onion routing hidden services. CivicRoom service may be restored in a different country. 

7. Shall have an technological limit in the maximum number of users and percentage of total users whose                 
personal data or keys may be extracted within a given time frame; 

8. Shall utilize the highest precautions to minimize leakage of non-public information related to the lawful               
access requests, through video and other oversight processes. 

9. Shall offer the service only where Provider, CivicRoom and end-users are located in at least 2 different                 
nations. All encryption keys of all security- and privacy-sensitive data will be shared between the 2                
CivicRooms, so that even if, through unconstitutional or illegal action, attackers prevail in one nation, they                
would only have half of the keys required, unless they prevail also in the other country. Eligible nations will                   
be such that: 

a. the service can be offered as a service that is not subject to state mandatory lawful intercept or                  
access legislation (such as that for phone operators); 

b. mandatory key disclosure, and other legislation, or known practices, do NOT make it illegal to               
withhold access (with or without gag order) to warrant-based or state-security-based government            
requests, that may be believed by involved citizen-witnesses to be illegal or unconstitutional; 

c. liability for citizen-witnesses, provider staff or for attackers (both state and non-state actors) to the               
malicious or gravely negligent breach the laws or regulations are substantial and proportionate to the               
damage done 

d. they are not part of the same “first-degree” Intelligence/Surveillance alliances (Five Eyes, etc.); 
e. when and if a nation does not comply with conditions (a) to (d) above, then the Provider must give a                    

choice to each individual user to either agree to transfer such services to other nation where it is                  
legal; or turn off such server-side services. 

5.1.4 - Legality of the CivicRoom process, in Italy and Germany 
In Italy, instead, it would be illegal to not comply to a request of a court-warrant of a request from Dipartimento                      

Informazioni per la Sicurezza, authorized by the local “procuratore generale”. Such non compliance is a “resistance                
to public official” (art. 650 penal code) amounting to a few hundreds of euros; a record may also be inscribed in the                      
Citizen Criminal Record (with consequences for a few public staffing application requirements and a few other                
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nuisance), unless the citizen can demonstrate that he did not comply because he had valid suspicions that an illegal                   
or unconstitutional act was about to be committed. The citizen-witnesses will sampled with techniques similar to                
those that guide the creation of high profile citizen juries in US judicial system, in order to exclude citizens that may                     
be in a position to fear substantially the consequences of such mark on their Citizen Criminal Record. All legal                   
assistance costs will be paid by the certified TRUSTLESS Provider. Theoretically, citizen-witness may be accused               
of “favoring” a criminal (378 c.p.) with dire criminal consequences. but motive need to be established, which                 
evidently does not apply to the CivicRoom case 
In Germany, the CivicRoom service is, in broad terms, legal as there are no mandatory key disclosure laws for both                     

law enforcement and state security needs, nor other laws impeding the legality of the service. 

5.1.5 - Increasing public safety and security by increasing accountability of 
state agencies and officials 

5.1.5.a. Increasing the trustworthiness of existing state security societal and internal Lawful 
Access Systems and processes  

In the medium term, such solutions may replace state mandated systems for lawful intercept of phone or IP systems                    
and/or act as a provider-managed and independently-certified additional socio-technical layer of safeguard, that will              
substantially increase the user-trustworthiness of the e-government services that are required to comply with lawful               
intercept, mandatory key disclosure, or other similar laws. 
National and EU-wide Lawful interception systems are mandated by law in all EU countries for decades. On                 
reception of a legal due process authorization, communication service providers (CSP), diversely defined in each               
country, must enable the interception of a user, mostly without his knowledge. 
But even those following EU standards such as ETSI , do not provide nearly sufficient assurance that they are                  16

resistant to remote technical or organizational compromise - at very-low cost and discoverability risk per user - by                  
staff members of the communication service provider (CSP), or external criminal actors, including rogue state               
employees or state agencies. 
Such organizational and technical vulnerabilities - widely known - have caused many known large scale and                
continuous abuses, and there is wide consensus and evidence that abuse, especially remote, by many actors can be                  
possible undetectably, and likely to happen widely.  
There are also cases in the US in which communication service providers (CSP) have been mandated by Presidential                  
decree to disregard regular procedure and provide bulk access to public security without due legal process, as well as                   
with authorities based on secret laws, of dubious constitutionality, or abuse of national security letters. Those                
breached have then received more or less formally sanctioned impunity.  
Such abuses and huge vulnerabilities have decreased the trust of citizens in LEAs and the government ability to                  
manage lawful interception without gravely damaging the rights of citizens. New EU court rulings have determined                
data retention laws illegal, and there is a very wide resistance to calls to extend lawful intercept requirements beyond                   
providers of telephone service, to include also providers of email, Internet services or computing devices. 
These abuses are all possible because of the technical and organizational vulnerabilities of the socio-technical               
solutions involved. Even abuses involving unconstitutional or illegal actions by state employees or agencies could be                
prevented if there were adequate socio-technical systems and standards in place. As Obama suggested, in one of the                  
his few passage and praised by the Electronic Frontier Foundation, in referring to possible new improved Lawful                 
Interception solutions that prevent abuse even by state security agencies:"Technology itself may provide us some               
additional safeguards. So for example, if people don't have confidence that the law, the checks and balances of the                   
court and Congress, are sufficient to give us confidence that government's not snooping, well, maybe we can embed                  
technologies in there that prevent the snooping regardless of what government wants to do. I mean, there may be                   
some technological fixes that provide another layer of assurance.".  
TRUSTLESS can be used to radically improve the citizen-trustworthiness of current and existing lawful interception               
by ensuring all technologies critically involved are truly citizen-trustworthy, and by ensuring that organizational              
processes are not abused, even by state agencies illegal actions. TRUSTLESS in fact uniquely relies on onsite                 
citizen-witness based processes for all critical phases of the lifecycle, including physical access to server rooms                
hosting any privacy-sensitive user data. Such citizen-witnesses would complement procedures whereby access to             
user data requires multiple state agencies to be physically present and approving (such as official of the national Data                   
Protection Authority, and Ministry of Justice), to avoid abuse by one of such agencies. 

5.1.5.b. -  Increasing the trustworthiness of existing state security data mining systems 

16 http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/security/lawful-interception 
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Many EU states, legally, filter internet traffic in order to spot keywords combinations that could be a sign of                    
criminal activity. As for Germany, "Every year the parliamentary control committee issues a brief, general report on                 
surveillance activities. The report for the year 2010 received a lot of attention in the media because it stated that                    
automatic searches with more than 15,000 keywords identified over 37 million telecommunications, mostly Emails,              
for further examination.". That one of many legal and arguably constitutional bulk surveillance state programs. 

Regardless of the opinion if such processes should or should not be legally mandated, everyone will agree that it is                     
crucial that such systems are not abused through unauthorized manual access or unknown vulnerabilities - through                
technical or organizational vulnerabilities - to enable state security agency to target individual that do not strictly fit                  
the legally sanctioned keyword parameters. We are inspired by the processes proposed and tested by NSA top                 
engineers and whistleblower Bill Binney with ThinThread, before it was turned into the PRISM system, which                
would ensure that flagging for suspicious traffic would be done by agreed upon parameters rather than at whim. 
Deployment of TRUSTLESS could be applied (or even mandated by law) to provide fully–automated keyword               
search of leads to possible criminal activity, and that there is no manual interference or abuse. It would provide the                    
user-verifiability of the fact that communications identified for manual “further examination” are created exclusively              
through democratically-approved and transparent parameters, rather than changing discretional factors or manual            
choice. It would produce a win-win situation in which suspicious communication patterns can be identified, while                
completely preserving the privacy of innocent citizens which are not under reasonable suspicions. Some of such                
search may happen through homomorphic cryptography. “Encrypted Search” may be deployed which allows for              
arbitrary queries on a encrypted data set so that after “discovering” that something matches a certain criteria set, state                   
agencies could request access to the very specific data. 

Such functionality would allow for the full capability of analyzing all communications for suspicious activity                
without the huge risk of abuse and arbitrariness of a manual, or also manual process, as well explained by Prof.                    
Lawrence Lessig . It would concurrently radically promote both privacy and security, by fulfilling concurrently: (A)               17

the very legitimate need (and proposals) of security agencies to have access to all endpoints, when supported by                  
warrant; (B) the great utility for security agencies to apply the latest big data analysis techniques to help identify                   
suspected criminal activity, and (C) protect the constitutional rights of citizens and businesses to privacy and security                 
of communications unless a judge determines there is probable cause that justifies interception or log access. 

Such use would substantially increase the actual capacity of state security agencies to fulfill their mandates,                 
proving to a large extent that privacy and security are not a zero-sum-game. On the contrary, there are combined                   
technical and legislative solution whereas one can strongly enhance the other. 

5.1.5.c.  Increasing the accountability of critical state agencies, institutions and officials 
Furthermore, some Members States may decide to make the use of TRUSTLESS devices mandatory for elected                 

and other public officials so as to protect them from abuse and blackmail, and concurrently to protect citizens by                   
enabling legal intercept through due process;  including lawful access through the CivicRoom. 

It would radically improve the effectiveness of similar processes currently in place at the Brazilian state IT agency                   
SERPRO , which requires that 4 state officials of different public agencies need to be physically present and                 18

consent in order to allow access to the emails of a state employee based on a court order. A similar process is used                       19

by the Austrian government to access the security of ePassports of a citizen. 

5.1.6 - Political feasibility of wide intergovernmental support for 
international dual-use IT assurance certifications 
The TRUSTLESS project can have an important exploitation potential in the defense sector, to provide defense                 

commanders and personnel with a means of trustworthy communication, which will provide an important benefit to                
state security. Neither the US, the EU, an EU country, nor Brazil alone could successfully enact and drive the                   
international adoption of suitable standards or certification. The United States alone could not deliver, or be trusted if                  
it did, even internally (see NIST current major credibility problems). In fact, too many pressures exist to make the                   
processes flawed, and US agencies have lost the trust of foreign and internal users. The EU or any EU country would                     
not be trusted abroad if they did, as they have had similar issues abusing surveillance, and the EU also lacks both a                      
general-purpose secure CPU with free/open source microcode and user-verifiable IC fabrication oversight standards             
(as even the European Defence Agency admits). Brazil, though hosting advanced secure and verifiable ICs design                
capabilities, such as Kryptus, lacks local foundries that could deploy user-trustworthy oversight of critical IC               
fabrication, as well as other higher software stack and server-side services expertise. Both standard setting and                

17 http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/06/12/it-s-time-to-rewrite-the-internet-to-give-us-better-privacy-and-security.html 
18 https://www.serpro.gov.br/noticias/serpro-declara-que-nao-existe-backdoor-no-expresso 
19 http://futurezone.at/digital-life/gemalto-hack-oesterreichische-reisepaesse-sind-sicher/116.440.101 
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compliance procedures will need to be international because no nation or citizen will trust another country’s internal                 
processes. Albert Einstein in 1953 proposed a similar approach to enable transnational trust in nuclear weapons                
stocks . 20

Most official cyber-security and cyber-privacy strategy documents of such countries mention specifically the need               
for international initiatives and collaboration. Many refer clearly to the necessity of having shared standards that are                 
meaningfully trustworthy and perceived as such, which would enable governments, businesses and citizens to              
communicate securely across borders their most sensitive information. Furthermore, such joint standardization            
would deal only with highest-assurance proactive cyber-defense capabilities, and not with reactive cyber-defense             
(like CERTs and relates, an already well developed area) or cyber-offensive capabilities, where there is arguably – in                  
the absence of effective international regulation and enforcement – no alternative to every country stockpiling               
vulnerabilities (such as at least Germany and US), and therefore indirectly incentivizing huge markets for the                
discovery and development zero days. 

5.1.7 - Legal and privacy requirements 
The resulting TRUSTLESS service, as certified by the resulting Certification Body will comply with the laws of                  

the countries where the pilots will be implemented, as well as the internal policies of the specific pilot providers.                   
Nonetheless, the project will analyze the legislative contexts (T1.1) of other EU Member States to evaluate those that                  
provide higher safeguards for the civil rights of TRUSTLESS end users in regards to mandates of access for law                   
enforcement or state security reasons. 

5.1.8 - Complying with privacy laws during Pilots 
The TRUSTLESS project will involve pilots involving random samples of target citizens. The service will involve                 

the treatment of personal data. The project will abide by all relevant legislation and regulations governing the                 
treatment of personal data during R&D projects, including H2020 requirements. The chance of inadvertent              
disclosure of personal data will be much more limited than in similar ICT system trials, as the goal of TRUSTLESS                    
is centered around providing unprecedented level of confidentiality. 
 

5.2   Security 
● Activities or results raising security issues: (YES/NO) 
 
● 'EU-classified information' as background or results: (YES/NO)  
 
The project does not produce “EU-classified Information” and will comply with the Guidance — Guidelines for the                 
classification of research results: V2.0 published by the EU Commission Directorate-General for Migration and               21

Home Affairs”. In particular, the participants will actively comply with the requirement that if - during the course of                   
the research activities, projects may come upon previously unknown vulnerabilities (commonly referred to as "Zero               
day" vulnerabilities) - they will be required to publicly disclose the exploits.  
 

20https://books.google.it/books?id=6NoFIRmg3J4C&pg=PT60&dq=%22military+defense+resources+must+become+internation
alized%22&hl=en&output=html_text&sa=X&ei=SiqtVLGQEIOhyAOZsIGgBA&ved=0CCsQ6AEwAA 
21 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/hi/secur/h2020-hi-guide-classif_en.pdf 
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